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Introd.udion

~y J>reserve liistoric

This book presents design review guidelines for
the Lahaina Town Historic District, as desi~
nated by the county. The Lahaina Town Histonc
District Boundaries I & II are defined in Title
19.50.010 Zoning for the County of Maui. For
purposes of this document the boundaries are
combined into one district.

Resources in Lahaina?

This publication includes guidelines that will
be used by the Cultural Resource Commission
in determining the appropriateness of proposals for improvements that involve alterations
to historic buildings as well as new construction in the district. Site work and improvements
to existing, non-historic structures are also addressed.
In addition to the county's designation of a
Lahaina historic district, a larger area is a National Historic Landmark. This district retains
the National Historic Landmark designation
since 1962. Properties or districts that retain this
designation provide exceptional value to the nation as a whole rather that to a particular state
or locality. This is the highest rating a location
can obtain.
Preservation of cultural resources on Maui is a
well-established policy, dating back many decades, and the designation of the core area of
Lahaina as an histonc district represents one of
the country's pioneering actions related to protecting entire neighborhoods as historic districts. This document builds on previous policies and guidelines set forth by the Maui County
Planning Department, including the original
Styles Book, West Maui Community Plan and Environmental Design Manual which clearly describe preservation as a key goaL These precedents are referenced throughout the book. .

The Downfowll JDesign lReview §ystena

Across the nation, thousands of communities
promote historic preservation because doing so
contributes to neighborhood livability and quality of life, minimizes negative impacts on the
.environment and yields economic rewards.
Lahaina has been a leader in this movement.
With respect to the downtown .are;:!, there are
three key reasons:

Respect For Our Heritage
The historic building and cultural sites of
Lahaina are precious. Preserving these resources is an acknowledgment by those living
here today that we respect those who came before us.
Many of Lahaina's buildings and sites tell stories of unique historical developments and preserving these resources creates a sense of place
for residents and provides visitors a connection
to this heritage.

Preservation Enhances Livability
The traditional buildings of Lahaina are a part
of the life experience of many citizens who grew
up here. These places help provide a sense of
connection to "Old Lahaina," which is an important objective in today's changing world.
They even can provide places for old timers to
gailier and enjoy a sense of community.
In addition, many of these buildings are "pe_
destrian friendly." They are of a human scale
and have interesting features and details that
invite walking and exploration.

Chapter 1 lPage 1
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Preservation is Key to the
Econo:my of Lahaina

There also are economic benefits. Numerous
studies across the country have documented the
benefits of local historic districts in stabilizing
and enhancing property values. Put simply,
people place high value on well-preserved older
neighborhoods. In addition, historic areas help
stimulate economic development through Heritage Tourism. This is a growing nationa1 movement, which includes travel to natural, historic
and cultural attractions and focuses on historical authenticity, sustainability and local involvement.
Heritage Tourism
Lahaina is well-positioned to take advantage of
its rich collection of historic resources and use
heritage tourism to strengthen its economic
base. In fact, it is vital here. The authenticity of
old Lahaina is what will distinguish it from
other commercial areas in Maui and elsewhere
in the state who compete for the same markets.
The advantage that Lahaina has is in its historic
architecture. When this genuine character is lost,
the economy can suffer.
What does Preservation :mean?

In brief, preservation means keeping buildings
in active use, and to do so, accommodating a
reasonable amount of change while keeping
those key features of the buildings and districts
that define their significance. Therefore:
• Preservation means using historic properties.
• Preservation means accommodating
change.
• Preservation means maintaining key character-defining features.
Preservation does NOT :mean:

•
•
•

Stopping development
Requiring one to make improvements, or
Removing inappropriate changes that have
happened

In general, the basic philosophy for preservation is to maintain those key features of a property that contribute to its significance as a historic resource and, if a feature is deteriorated,
to repair it rather than replace. However, if the
feature is deteriorated beyond repair, then replacement to match the original is preferred.
This concept is the basis of Lahaina's design
guidelines for treatment of individual buildings
and it also applies to the entire district.

The ][Powntcrwn Design RCYlew Sysie:an

Historic Preserva.tion Goa.l
& Policy Precedents
The following goals and policies are established
in other Maui County regulatory documents
that relate to preservation. These are not inclusive of all of the goals and policies. The design
guidelines seek to reinforce and support the
policies and objectives stated below.
THE GENERAL PLAN OF THE COUNTY OF
MAUl 1990
This plan was adopted in 1991 and establishes
policy relating to historic preservation primarily in the Cuftural Resources section:
Objective:
, To preseroefor present and future generaHons

the opportunity to know anaexperience the arts,
culture and htstory ofMaui County"
Policies:

a) Expand the opportunityfor all age groups to
experience andparHcipate in the arts.
b) Encourage the recordaHon and-preseroation
ofall cultural and historic resources, to include
culturally significant natural resources.
c) Establish p~ograms to restore, maintain and
int~'Fret signipcant cultural districts, sites and
artijacts in both natural and museum setHngs.
d) Encourage the rehabilitation andadapHve use
and reuse ofhistoric districts, sites and buildings in order to perpetuate tradiHonal commumty character and values.
e) IdenHjj; and maintain an inventory 0/ signiftcant and unique cultural resources for spectal protecHon.
WEST MAUl COMMUNITY PLAN
COUNTY OF MAUl 1996
The West Maui Community Plan was adopted
by Ordinance No.2476 and became effective on
February 27, 1996. This plan sets forth goals, directions and strategies for meeting the longterm social, economic, environmental and land
use needs of the County. Several land use policies set forth for Lahaina Town in this plan are
restated here.

"Historic preseroaHon does not intend to retard
progress, rather its goal is to insure that our social and cultural heritage is not destroyed by
rapid and uncontrolled change. "
"Ensure that new projects or developments address potenHal impacts on archaeological, historical and cultural resources and idenHjj; all
cultural resources located within the project area
as part ofiniHalplvject studies. Further require
that all proposed acHvity adequately miHgate
potenHal adverse impacts on cultural resour~es. "
(Chapter JL lP age :2
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Principal Historic Structures
Streets and Roads
Open Space

. . . IS

National Historic Landmark
District Boundary

1'1'\

\.:;..) North

NTS

National Historic Lanchn.ark District Boundary Map

TIlls eady image ofLahaina sIloll's tIle Com"t House in the foreground and tlle Lighl'House, Ice house and Pioneer Inn in l·be background. Note
tile relationslllP tllat these prominent buildnlgs lJad to the 11lai:zai side. photograph. by Naoki Kut:;unai.

Why is it Lnportant to
Co:mply with the
Guidelines?
The community; through policies and
regulations, has established these
guidelines to assure that historic resources will be preserved. When
changes are made that do not comply with the guidelines, the overall
sense of place is diminished and a lack
of respect for the community is indicated. Fines and penalties are in place
to discourage violations, but more
than that it is important for people to
understand that preservation is important to the community and should
be a high priority for all.

.....................................

"Recognize the importance 0/buffir area to en- hance and protect historical or archeological
sites.
N

CULTURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
PLAN FOR MAUl COUNTY 1984
This plan provides a framework in which the
significant sites, objects, and structures of the
. past are recorded and protected in order to insure that future generations have a richness of
heritage based upon an understanding of his~ory.. In this d.ocument, several supporting legIslation polICIes and recommendations are restated from other sources.
• Chapter 6E of the Hawai'i Revised Statutes:
This is the legislative basis for the State's historic preservation program.

:'T7te histOJic lind cultural helitage 0/the State
IS among ItS. Important assets and rapid social
and economic development 0/contemporary soCIety threaten to destJVY the remaininf[ vestiges
0/ this helitage. It is in the public mterest to
engage in a comprehensive program 0/historic
preservation at all levels 0/ government... ... to
promote the use and conservation o/such propertyfor the education, inspiration, pleasure and
ennclzment o/its citizens. " (emphasis added)

"Development 0/aji~amewor~ that can be used
to guide public decIsIOn ma/a,!g wIth respect to
the preservation and restoration o/hlstonc cultilral resources. "
• Maui County Historic Ordinance

"in order to promote the economi~ cultural and
generalwe!lizre 0/the people of the coun'.!!. r:nd
to insure the harmomous, orderly and rjftclent
growth and development 0/ the county it is
aeemed essential by the county council that the
qualities related to the history and culture o/the
cOllnty be preservecl thereby creating attractions
for Visitors and residents alike. "

(a) Planning for the State's physical environment shall be directed towards achievement 0/
the objective o/enhancement o/Hawai'i's 's sceme assets, natul'll! beauty and mu!ti-cu!tul'lll/
historical resources.
(b) To achieve the scem~ natilral beauty and
historic resources objective, it shall be the policy
0/this State to:

(1) Promote the preservation and restoration

0/significant natilral and historic resources.

(2) Provide incentives to maintain and enhance historic, cultul'lll and scenic amenities.

• Cultural Resources Management Plan Recommendations
These should be implemented as part of this
plan.

(3) Promote the preservation 0/views and vistas to enhance the visual and aesthetiC enjoyment of mountains, ocean, scenic landscapes,
and otner nati/I'lllftatitres.

" Er!lbrce existing codes relating to histone sites.
Continually re-evaluate building code requirements andenact amendments that are more sympathetic to preservation or provide exemptions
for historic properties. "

(4) Protect those special areas, structures, and
elements that are an integral andjimctionalpart
0/Hawai'i's's ethnic and cultural heritage.

"Assist landowners in re-registerins their historic properties on the Hawai'i Repster o/Historic Places. "
"investigate innovative programs for development that would serve as incentivesfor historic
property owners, making voluntary preservation more attractive to the land owner. "
"Provide technical service assistance to all interested In historic preservation. "

,_ -£1'

(5) Encoul'llge the desigtt o/developments and
activities that complement the natural beauty
0/the islands.

Types of Projects Review-ed
Public and private entities proposing to do work
within the historic district are subject to design
review. The following are among the types of
work reviewed:

• Alteration to the exterior of an existing
structure

" Investigate use o/special taxjimdsfor preservation use.

• Repair of exterior features on an existing

"Assist in outreach programs on historic preservation including presentations, films, exhibits, conftrences, publteations anaother educational means which increase public awareness
and participation in preserving the past. "

• Addition to the exterior of an existing struc-

"New real estate tax credit. "

• Erection or alteration of an awning or

H

State of Hawai'i Historic Resource Objectives
§226-12 Objective and policies lizr the physical
environment--sceni~

toric resources.

natural beauty and his-

The Downtown Design Review Sysie:m

structure

• New construction
ture

• Moving an existing structure
• Demolition of an existing structure
• Erection of a fence or wall
• Erection or alteration of a sign

canopy
• Site work, including landscaping
• Excavation and fill
• Parking areas
• Accessory structures (including kiosks)

Ch""ier Jl lP age I)
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ATypical Guideline
Cornices

••• •••

~ornices

are projecting ornamental moldmgs at the upper portion of a building wall
or storefront. Several ornate, bracketed
types were used, others had simpler ornamentation. In each case the character of the
cornice is an important feature that should
be preserved.

4
t
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A. Preserve an original cornice.
1) Maintain historic features so that repair
is r:ot required. Employ regular preventatIve treatments such as reapplication
of paint.

::
Preserve an original cornice.

A typical guidelines includes some hackgmund information. Which is followed with the ollicial guideline in hold {ace type. See the description
on the following page for detail.

Co:rn.pliance
All exterior alterations to any property within
the Lahaina Historic District must first obtain
approval from the county, through the Planning
Shiff andlor the Cultural Resources Commission. This also applies to individual landmarks
throughout Lahaina Town.
Property owners and tenants must comply with
the county's determinations of appropnateness
of work proposed. Any work that is not consistent is subject to penalties as outlined in the
county's regulations.
Note that an existing feature that is not in compliance need not be removed, so long as no work
is proposed that affects it. In this respect the design review process is "reactive," in that it only
applies to proposed actions initiated by the
property owner.

A Basic Approach
Each J?roject is unique, becau.se of th.e type of
work mvolved, the use assocIated WIth it and
its location within the district. Most properties
in the district have historic Significance, altJ;lOr:g:h some do n?t. Those. that are historically
sI~fi~ant ~re revIewed usmg the preservation
guldelmes m this book. Those that are not historic are reviewed using the guidelines for new

construction. In determining which guidelines
apply the following definitions are used:
Landmark Property: These properties are those
that are significant in their own right. Many of
these survive intact. Preservation to the highest degree is the goal and the preservation
guidelines will be applied rigorously.
Contributing Property: These properties are sigbecause they exist as a grouping of
bmldmgs that help to convey the history of the
area. They maintain much of their historic integrity, but may have experienced some minor
alterations. Preservation of those original features that survive is a goal; in addition, removal
of non-historic alterations and reconstruction of
historic features are objectives. Owners of properties in this category are strongly encouraged
to restore their buildings to their historic condition, but greater flexibility in treatment of
more recent alterations and repair of historic
material may be available.

nif~c~nt

Noncontributing property: These are new infill
buildings in the district that are more recent than
the historic period, and also some older structures that have been so radically altered that the
historic information is no longer interpretable
and they no longer retain sufficient integrity to
have hIstoric significance. The guidelines for
new construction shall apply.
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A Typical Guideline

Definitions of Key T er:uns

A typical guideline is illustrated above. It may
contain five parts:
o
The first is the design element category under which the design guideline falls.
o
Second is an introductory discussion of the
design element that says what and why it
is important. Included in this discussion is
a policy statement that describes a desired
state or condition of the design element being discussed.
• Third is the design guideline statement itself, which is typically performance-oriented, describing a desired design treatment.
• The design guideline statement is followed
by supplementary information that is
treated as sub-points of the guideline.
• Additionally, a photograph or illustration
rna)' be provided, to clarity the intent of the
guideline.

The following terms related to compliance are
used in the design guidelines contained in this
document.

Any photographs used in the document are
for purposes of illustration only, and do not
necessarily indicate that the scene or feature
depicted is endorsed by any governmental
agency. The appropriateness of any particular design element or feature can only be
determined on a case-by-case basis in the
context of a particular site, structure, or
project.

.!'s and )('s
In order to help the reader determine design
approaches that are appropriate, many of the
illustrations are marked with either a .! or an
1(. Those illustrations marked with a.! are considered appropriate solutions to the desi~ issue, whereas those illustrations marked WIth an
I( are not appropriate.
It is important to note that all of the elements of

the design guidelines (i.e., including the introductory and informational sections, the policy
statement, and the sub-points) constitute the
material upon which the Commission will base
its determination of the appropriateness of a
proposed project.
The numerical ordering of the guidelines does
not impl)' a ranking of importance. The emphasis placed on individual guidelines varies on a
case-by-case basis, depending upon the context
of the proposed project.

Appropriate - In some cases, a stated action or
design choice is defined as being" appropriate"
in the text. In such cases, by chOOSing that design approach, the. applicant will be in. compliance WIth the gUIdeline. However, In other
cases, another approach that is not expressly
mentioned in the text also may be deemed" appropriate."
Consider - When the term" consider" is used, a
design suggestion is offered to the applicant as
an exampTe of how the design guideline at hand
could be met. Applicants may elect to follow
the suggestion, but may also seek alternative
means of complying.
Context - In many cases, the applicant is instructed to relate to the context of the project
area. The "context" relates to those"properties
and structures adjacent to, and witl:TIn the same
block, as the proposed project.
Demolition - To tear down or destroy a building or a building element. In a total demolition,
the entire structure is removed from the site,
including original materials. In other cases, a
partial demolition may occur. A rear wall may
be removed, for example to construct an addition. If a partial demolition is extensive, it can
result in such a substantial loss of integrity that
the building may no longer retain historic significance.
Encourage - In some cases a particular design
approach is "encouraged." In such cases, that
method should be employed, unless an alternative would also meet the intent of the guideline.
Guideline - In the context of this document, a
"guideline" is a design policy that should be
met when appropriate for a project. On a case
by case basis a guideline may be relaxed by the
review authority in order to facilitate compliance with another guideline that has been
deemed more important, without compromising the overall objectives of the document.
Historic Structure - In general, an historic structure is one that is at least 50 years old or older,
or is associated with significant people or
events.
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Imperative mood - Throughout this document,
many of the guidelines are written in the imperative mood. The applicant is often instructed
to "maintain" or" preserve" an established characteristic. For example, one guideline states:
"Maintain the original proyortions of a door."
In such cases, the user shal comply unless it is
determined that the guideline should be relaxed
in order to facilitate compliance with other
guidelines. In any case, the overall objective of
the Historic Design Guidelines shall not be compromised.
Inappropriate - Inappropriate means impermissible. When the term" inappropriate" is used,
the subject design approach Shall not be allowed. For example, one guideline states: "A
new addition that creates an appearance inconsistent with the historic character of the building is inappropriate." In this case, a design out
of character with the historic building would
not be approved.
Integrity - The authenticity of a property's historic identity, evidenced by the survival of
physical characteristics that existed during the
property's historic or prehistoric period.
Maintenance - Some work focuses on keeping
the property in good working condition by repairing features as soon as aeterioration becomes apparent, using procedures that retain
the original character ana finish of the features.
In some cases, preventive maintenance is executed prior to noticeable deterioration. No alteration or reconstruction is involved. Such
work is considered" maintenance."

Reconstruction - The act or process of depicting, by means of new construction, the form,
features, and detailing of a non-surviving site,
landscape, building, structure, or object, for the
purpose of replicating appearance at a specific
period of time and in its historic location.
Rehabilitation - The act or process of making
possible a compatible use for a property
through repair, alterations, and additions while
preserving those portions or features which convey its historical, cultural, or architectural values.
Remodeling - To remake or to make over the
design image of a building is to "remodel" it.
The appearance is changed by removing original details and by adding new features that are
out of character with the original. Remodeling
is inappropriate for historic buildings.
Renovation - To "renovate" means to improve
by repair, to revive. In renovation, the usefulness and appearance of the building is enhanced. The oasic character an<lsignificant details are respected and preserved, but some
sympathetic alterations may also occur. Alterations should be reversible, such that future __ _
owners may restore the building to its originaldesign, should they wish to do so.

Restoration - The act or process of accurately
depicting the form, features, and character of a
property as it appeared at a particular period
of time by means of the removal of features from
other periods in its history and reconstruction
of missing features from the restoration period .
. The limited and sensitive upgrading of mePreferred - In some cases, the applicant is inchanical, electrical, and plumbing systems and
structed that a certain design approach is "preother code-required work to maKe properties
ferred." In such a case, that approach should
functional is appropriate within a restoration
be employed, unless an alternative can be demproject.
onstrated to meet the intent of the guideline.
Should - When the term" should" appears in a
Preservation - The act or process of applying design guideline, compliance is expected, if the
measures necessary to sustain the existing form,
particular condition described applies to the
integrity, and materials of an historic property.
project at hand. However, flexibility in applyWork, including preliminary measures to proing the guideline may occur, when relaxing it
tect and stabilize the property, generally focuses
would permit greater compliance with other
upon the ongoing maintenance and repair of guidelines and when the general intent is still
met.
historic materials and features rather than extensive replacement and new construction.
New exteriors are not within the scope of this
When physical conditions permit or when featreatment; however, the limited and sensitive
sible - In some design guidelines, the applicant
upgrading of mechanical, electrical, and plumbis asked to comply with the statement 'when
ing systems and other code-required work to
feasible." In these cases, compliance is required,
make properties functional is appropriate
except when the applicant can demonstrate that
within a preservation project.
it is an economic hardship as defined by the
Maui County Code.

llilJ.e Downtown Design Review SysteJIll
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wmCH CHAPTERS APPLY TO YOUR PROJECT?
Use the chart below to determine which chapters of this book you should use in planrung your project. The chart is provided for illustrative and convenience purposes only.
The chart is not intended as a complete or exclusive listing of requirements or provisions that may be applicable to a project. Project requirements will depend upon relevant facts and circumstances ana laws as they exist. All persons are strongly encouraged to review the guidelines in their entirety. Other codes and regulations also may
apply, some of whiCh are noted.
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Type of work:
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To rehabilitate, alter or add onto a
landmarked structure:
To make building improvements
to a landmark property or to any
other property in the historic district:
To alter a non-contributing building in the historic district:
To construct a new building in the
historic district:
To make site improvements to a
landmarked property, or to any
property in the historic district:
To construct a new building on a
landmarked property:
To construct a new parking area:
To construct an accessory building:
To reconstruct Indigenous Hawaiian Architecture
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The cultural history of Lahaina and the buildings, structures and sites that convey its heritage are a unique blend of peoples' lives at the
base of the West Maui Mountains. Lahaina was
already central.in the Hawaiian l?olitical world
prior to becommg the royal caJ;ntal of the Hawaiian Kingdom. It has translllitted the strong
missionary presence in early Hawaiian affairs,
held a major place in Pacific shipping and led
in the plantation economy of the state.
Numerous accounts of Lahaina s colorful history are available. This overview does not attempt to represent the entire history of the area,
but rather to establish an understanding for the
framework that is a focus of the design guidelines.

Origins
The history of Lahaina has its origins in the early
Polynesian settlement of the islands, and ancient chants tell of chiefs and gods in this lele,
or small land division. Lahaina was also a meeting place between the Hawaiian rulers and the
exp[orers, entrepreneurs and missionaries who
flocked to Hawali's shores in the early 1800s.
The ensuing cultural conflicts and compromises
gave rise to the constitutional monarchy of the
Kingdom of Hawaii, with the authors of
Hawaii's first constitution also coming from
Lahaina.
After the center of government activity moved
to Honolulu, general rrovisioning and shore
leave for the visiting whaling ships continued
to ensure prosperity for Lahaina. By 1910, sugar
and pineapple plantations had become the commercial factors shaping Lahaina. The large labor force needed to run the plantations was
d~awn ~rom many nations, adding a great ethruc varIety to the area. Plantation town businesses and housing replaced the Hawalian residences and the rapid influx of people added

reaches of settlement along Lahainaluna Road,
now the site of Pioneer Mill, and out along the
roads toward Mala and Launiupoko.
Today's Lahaina appears in many ways a result of that typicalHawaiian plantation town.
However, the plantation buildings were built
around the missionary and gover!lment buildings, often leaving royalty lands as parks, and
the town is punctuated wIth the religious buildings of several cultures.
With the increase of tourism and development
of nearby Ka'anapali in the 1960s, historic
Lahaina was recognized as a tourist attraction,
and several methods were initiated to preserve
and promote its heritage resources. Each of the
influences are visible to some extent in today's
historic areas and landmarks.

Geogra.phy
Lahaina is situated on the coastal plain on the
west side of the island of Maui. Most of the town
is very close to sea level, though the land rises
dramatically up to the West Maui Mountains,
which measure 5,788 feet at their highest elevation and receive over 300 inches of rainfall per
year, among the highest recorded annual precipitation in the world. The town, however, receives a mere 17 inches of rain in the average
year. Lahaina is in the rain shadow created oy
the prevailing trade winds, which blow the
clouds up against the opposite side of the mountains.
Building and using well-engineered irrigation
systems, the early Hawaiians and recent sugar
planters brought the mountain waters to the
fertile volcanic soils and abundant sunshine on
the Lahaina side. For hundreds of years productive gardens and fields have flourished in
the combination of sun and fresh mountain
water.
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The name of the town is attributed to local climate and the traditional Hawaiian land division system. The word Lahaina is often translated as 'the cruel sun', and several versions of
a story about a thin-haired chief living at
Kuauala are told. While going about without a
hat, he felt annoyed by the scorching rays of
the sun. He looked up and rebuked the sun: "He
ku hoi keia 0 kala hama!" (What an unmerciful
sun!) The sun apparently paid no attention, and
still has an uillelenting presence in Lahaina. The
area also may have originally been known as
Lele. According to Elspeth Sterling (1998), land
divisions such as ahupua'a and kuleana were
not always contiguous. "Lele is usually the flying piece of a kuleana, or landholding, the part
near the shore, which is the type of land division at Lahaina.
H

Lahaina's early growth as a place of political
power was probably related to its rich agriculture and fishing resources. At the time of western contact, in 1778, the Lahaina agricultural
system was intact. British Captain George
Vancouver, assigned to survey the northwest
coast of America on a global voyage that lasted
from April 1791 until October of1795, wintered
his ships in Hawaii and anchored off Lahaina
in 1792. Archibald Menzies, the ship's surgeon
of the HMS Discovery described tlie intensive
irrigated gardens of Lahaina in his journal dated
17 March, 1793:

I accompanied Captain Vancouver to see the village ifLahaina which wefound scattered along
shore on a low tract o/land that was neatly divided into littlefields and laid out in the highest
state of cultivation and improvement by being
planted in the most regular manner with tlie
different esculent [edible] roots and usiful vegetables if the country and watered at pleasure
by aqueducts that ran here and there along the
banks intersecting thefields and in the manner
branching through the greater part if the plantation. These litflefields were transplanted in a
variety 0/forms, .. ..In short the whole plantation was cultivated with. .. studious care andartfulindustnJ ....

Monarchy Land. Use and.
Buildings
The early formation of the Kingdom of Hawaii
took place at Lahaina. The consolidation of the
Hawaiian islands by Kamehamehanui and the
rapid and devastating changes to the Hawaiian social system, folIowing rus death in 1819
and the short reign of Liholiho, Kamehameha
II, are well-known.

~
~

Kauikeaouli, Kamehameha III, lived most of his
early years in Lahaina, where he was very conflicted about the loss of Hawaiian traditions and
the kapu system, which had been established
over hundreds of years. During this time missionaries were tutors to the royal family, and
the influence of American ideas of democracy
and landholding are apparent in early Hawaiian written laws. The first constitution of the
Kingdom of Hawaii was written in part by Hawaiian scholar David Malo, one of the first students of the missionary school at Lahainaluna,
on the hill above Lahaina town. David Malo was
a teacher and minister and lived in Lahaina, in
Kalepolepo and Keokea.
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Hale Hula whose name means "iron hOllSed roof n consist'ed DE a
Jarge hvo~stOIy stOlle buildings {or King Kamebameha m.

At Lahaina in 1839, Kamehameha III signed the
Hawaiian Bill of Rights and the first Constitution of Hawaii was adopted. In 1840 the first
legislative session of the Kingdom of Hawaii
was held at Lahaina.
Evidence of sacred or royal Hawaiian lands is
still found in the pattern of open space and public land that has persisted in Lahaina for more
than a hundred years. Even through periods of
intensive development, several locations were
left free of commercial buildings for decades
and used as parks, schools and government offices, apparently in recognition of their importance to the Hawaiian traditions.
A strong example is found at Malu'ulu 0 Lele
Park. Kihawahine, an ancestral spirit of the
royal line, who was represented as a mo'o or
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lizard goddess, was the gua~dian for the sacred
Mokuhinia pond and Moku ula Island, located
at what is now the corner of Front and Shaw
Streets. Kihawahine was an important symbol
of authority recognized througho.ut the i~lands
and Kamehameha the Great carned her Image
during his wars with the rulers of Kauai and
Oahu. The location.?f the pond and Island are
sacred in the Hawallan culture.
Kamehameha III used Moku'ula - the island in
the pond - as a retreat, reside~ce and faJ?ily
tomb during the tumultuous times of adJustment following western contact and the ensuingradical changes in government and religious
practice. Although the pond was filled around
1910, and to some extent forgotten, the sacred
site has fortunately been preserved under a ball
field with no buildings intruding upon it.

,,•

Open space and public use was held or re-established at the site of the royal taro fields
(Lahaina Library) and at Pakala Park. Lahaina
School is located on the former site of royal residences.
During the monarchy period various experiments with western style buildings were made
using coral block or stone construction, often
with thatched roofs. The first brick building in
the islands was constructed for Kamehamena I
as the "brick palace" , using a locally manufactured brick in 1803. Only a few of these stone
buildings seem to have lasted. Hale Piula, the
imposing two-story palace built by
Kamehameha III, was never finished, but was
destroyed by a heavy windstorm in 1858. The
stones were almost immediately reused in the
Courthouse. Renovations in the 1920s added a
Greek Revival porch and a different roof line to
the old coral and stone building. The Courthouse is built on a wetland and has always been
troubled with water infiltration and salt. Renovations in the 1990s have worked to address this
problem.

f,"

Influence of the Whaling
Industry
Shipping and the visits of mariners, especially
from wIlaling boats, gave Lahaina a long period of econoInic prosperity, but left little impact on the architecture of tne town. Whalers,
unlike traders stayed in port four to five months
per year, and in 1846, the peak year for whalers
wintering over in Hawaii, 429 ships arrived in
Lahaina, with more than 100 vessels in Lahaina
Roads at the same time. The boom of the port
of Lahaina affected the entire island with Hawaiians in rural areas supplying produce, meat
and firewood. The buildings that remain today
that represent the whalers' traffic in Lahaina are
the Spring House, now tucked behind the
Lahaina Wharf shopping complex, and the
Master's Reading Room, on tIle missionary
house grounds. The Spring House was an essential stop for water provisions. The rolling of
barrels between the Spring House and shore reportedly caused a continual rumble, day and
night, in the years between 1842 and 1860.
,-

.r
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The fort, which was largely reconstructed in the
1950s as part of a movie production location,
was initially built in 1831 to protect the town
from potential hostilities from the sea, which
never came.

The Prison, Hale Pa'ahao, was not built by the
Inissionaries or whalers, but by the Hawaiian
authorities enforcing the new constitutional law
of the kingdom. The new laws were based on
the biblical ten commandments, but people
were also held for infractions such as reckless
horse riding. Hale Pa 'ahao consists of a buttresse~ masomy wall about eight feet high sur:oundmg a large yard with small wooden buildmgs.
Tbeseruins are all tbat remainErom aEort that protected
inhabitants from angIy wilaiers.

•4
in safely guiding the lifeline of ships that sustain Hawaii's population. The Lahaina Lighthouse was the first permanent lighted navigational aid, not only in the Hawaiian Islands, out
also in the Pacific. It was established in 1840 by
Kamehameha III to aid navigation through an
opening in the coral reef that protects Lanaina.
Lamps for the light first burned whale oil, then
kerosene. A succession of wooden towers were
built to house the lamp. The current reinforced
concrete tower was built in 1917 by the Coast
Guard and has an electric lamp.
The Master's Reading Room was built in 1834
with money from missionaries and mariners,
to provide some of the comforts of horne to
ships' officers. Both are constructed of coral
block and stone, mortared and intermittently
plastered.

Missionary Land Use and
Buildings
Queen Keopuolani, one of the most important
person in the royal Hawaiian lineage, introduced early missionaries to Lahaina in 1823.
Reverend William Richards founded the
Lahaina Mission, and by 1838 he had translated
almost one-third of the Bible into Hawaiian and
introduced many elements of American thought
to the education system. He became chaplain,

sionary board saw several different uses, but
fell into decay and was demolished by 1940.

4

Missionary Dwight Baldwin, who moved into
the remaining rmssionary house in 1834 was a
physician as well as a preacher. The house, now
used as a museum and offices by the Lahaina
Restoration Foundation, has seen use as a community center, a library and a clinic.

4
4

The missionaries built their homes and churches
on Front Street near the royal compounds in a
combination of American and Hawaiian styles.
The Baldwin Horne remains as an example of
the two story stone and coral masomy Duildings with several windows and doors opening
onto railed porches to catch the breeze and to
provide shade. The missionary buildings cluster at the comer of Dickenson and Front Street,
are located where a stream once ran down to a
small beach which was used for the landing of
canoes and other boats.
Another rubble masomy building highly significant to both missionaries and:tnonarchs remains tucked away up the hill past Pioneer Mill
at Lahainaluna, the school founded in 1828.
Hale Pa'i, built in 1832, is the print shop where
currency, textbooks, bibles, the constitution and
other early legal documents of the Kingdom of
Hawaii were printed. In the 1850s, during an
expansion of missionary activity, Hale AIoha
was built further back from the ocean, between
Luakini and Wainee Streets, using coral block,
lava rock and field stone.

Plantation Buildings
The predominance of commercial buildings in
the Lahaina Historic Districts and much of the
housing in town were built during the early
days of plantation establishment and prosperity. A fire in 1919 destroyed most of the commercial buildings along Front Street south of the
seawall. An energetic sEurt of reconstruction
reestablished that area before the end of the
1920s.
teacher and translator to Kamehameha III, and
instructed the chiefs and native scholars in politics and government. Richards' students comEosed a declaration of rights in 1839 and framed
the Hawaiian Constitution in 1840. In 1842,
Richards served the Kingdom as a representative to America, Britain and France, working for
recognition of the sovereignty of Hawaii. He
also served as Minister of Education. The
Richards House, once abandoned by the mis-
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Sugar caneiield in LaAaina. Photograph by Naold Kutsunai.
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owned by the Wo Hing Society and used for
men's housing. The Buddhist Shingon Church
on Luakini Street shows the combination of tradition and a new environment with different
building techniques typical of plantation experience and construction.
Plantation housing in Lahaina includes pattern
houses with several homes built on the same
plan. TYfical plantation houses had only a
couple 0 rooms and were clustered in the vicinity of the mill and fields. Several were moved
to Lahaina in the 1950s and 60s. Along the
south end of Front Street, plantation housing
for managers consisted of gracious and breezy
residences on the makai side of the street.

T ourislD. and. Historic
Preservation

The US naval fleet would ancilor oEEsilOre and sailors would spend
SilOW iemre in Lailaina . Photographs by Na.oki Kulsunai. Circa.

1940

The commercial strip along Front Street, prior
to the tourist economy, was predominantly
plantation vernacular storefronts selling fish,
shave ice and other products for local
consumption. A symmetrical arrangement of
features, with two large windows, often divided
into four large windowpanes, flanking a central, recessed entry is typical of the more classic
representatives of this style. Examples of this
style are still abundant in Pa'ia, Makawao and
Lanai City.
The Pioneer Mill, which dates back to 1862, established a new construction technique in
Lahaina. As early as 1912 the mill used poured
concrete in the building of the Lahaina Store on
Front Street.
Migrants from China, Japan, the Philippines,
Por.tugal and other parts of the globe were recrUlted to work the cane and pineapple fields
which required intensive amounts of hand labor. Their traditions are identifiable in many of
Lahaina's churches and society buildings.
The Woo Hing building is an excellent example
of a Chinese fra~ern.ar society .building. These
f~aternal orgamzatlOn.s'provided support in
times of need and faCIlItated communication
with th~ Ch0ese homelands. Just across Front
Street IS a SImple two-story building once

Changing agricultural practices in the 1950s and
1960s and increasing competition in the world
markets for sugar and pineapple led Hawaii to
invest mightily in tourism as an economic engine. Among the earliest major resorts built and
promoted in Hawaii was Ka'anapali, just north
of Lahaina. Historic Lahaina Town was appreciated as a potential tourist draw and the
County took steps to designate historic districts
and to protect the historic buildings. The first
historic district was established in 1962 and was
added to the Maui County Code. The new historic district reached from the missionary complex and the courthouse down to the Wainee
churchyard. The district included mostly public lands and spot-designated other significant
historic properties such as the Prison, Hale
Aloha, Maria Lanakila Church and the Wo Hing
Society building. In 1969, a second historic district was added, including much of the commercial stretch of Front Street and residences
on the makai side of Luakini Street.
The County regulations in the 1960s throutih
1980s included an appointed Historic CommISsion to conduct design review for renovations
and new construction in Lahaina. Architect
John Jacobsen put together the Architectural
Style Book for Ltzhaina m 1969. Jacobsen was a
well-respected architect who had documented
historic missionary churches for the then new
office of historic preservation. He also designed
Sealife Park on Oahu, and the Kipahulu nome
of Charles and Anne Morrow Lindbergh. The
process of studying Lahaina's styles included
looking at photographs detailing architectural
features and textures of the town, and comparing Lahaina's historic styles and designation
with other historic places, especially whaling
towns such as Nantucket.
ChaJPter 2 !Page iii>
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The Lahaina Restoration Foundation was established in 1962, and has used astute financial
management practices to restore significant
buildings. These buildings ranged from the
Baldwin Home, which had continuous use and
repair, to Hale Aloha and the Prison, which were
in ruins, and has reconstructed the U.s. Marine
Hospital.
Lahaina was placed on the National Register
as a National Historic Landmark in 1969.
Lahaina's national significance to the United
States was established on the basis of its relationship to the state's history due to major activity in the whaling industry and to the HawaiianKingdom. In 1982, the National Historic
Landmark nomination was rewritten, placing
more. emphasis 'Om the ~onarchy period in
Lahama, and addmg Lahama Roads to the distance of 100 yards out to sea.
In 1990, Maui County became a Certified Local
Government in accordance with provisions of
the National Historic Privation Act. The Historic Commission was replaced by the Cultural
Resources Commission, which has a broader
geographic mandate and more specific qualifications than the original commission. The
newer commission has adopted the Secretary
of the Interior's Standards for Treatment of Historic Properties among its review documents,
and shows more attention to the integrity of
individual historic buildings, as well as compliance with the Stylebook.
Lahaina is served by one main highway, and
one small boat harDor. It is listed among the
primary spots to visit in Hawaii on all travel
itine~ari~s, and I'arti~ipates .in generating the
tourIsm mcome that IS a basIs of state and private revenues. The numbers of visitors to Maui
County consistently range over two million
each year, and a large percentage of this number visit Lahaina. Decades of renovations for
commercial uses have changed many buildings
on Front Street. The pedestrian scale and sense
of exploration of a uniquely historic place are
primary to the success of commercial activities
as well as maintaining a unique sense of place
that is a source of local pride.
The Town of Lahaina is resilient, as is the Hawaiian culture. Skillful identification of historic
c~aracteristi~s and applicatior: of sound prinCIples of deSIgn and construction are essential
and will serve to retain the best of historic
Lahaina.

Historic Resource Areas
Historic and cultural resources occur throughout Lahaina, some as individual "landmarKS"
and others as contributors to the historic district.

Individual La.n.dxnarks
Several individual "landmarks" of cultural significance are located within the boundary of ilie
historic district, while others lie outside it. The
Baldwin House and the Master's Reading Room
are examples of those inside the district. Others, incluaing Hale Pa'ahao and the Seamen's
Hospital lie outside the district. These individual landmarks are especially important
properties, and preservation of all key features
is a primary goal for them.

Contrihuting Properties
Many older structures are significant because
they work as a set to convey the character of a
block as it was during a period of development.
These" contributors also merit preservation.
For these properties, preservati@n of key fea~es that are visible from the public way is the
pnmary concern.

Archeological Resources
In addition, archeological resources exist
throughout the area and should be taken into
consideration whenever work is planned. These
include pre-contact features, as well as many
related to post-contact development.

The Resource Are....
The Lahaina Town Historic District contains
concentrations of certain types of resources
which give character to specific portions of the
district and are termed Resource Areas" for
purposes of design review. These reflect differences in physical Characteristics and in the types
of cultural resources that make up the focus for
design review.
These resource areas are described here in order to provide a direction for the character of
development that should occur in each place.
For example, along a portion of Front Street,
most historic resources represent commercial
development from the time in which the plantation economy was a major influence. Most rehabilitation projects in this area will involve
buildings from that period and new construction should be compatible with that context.
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At the same time, individual resources exist that
date from other periods or represent unigue
building styles. For example, the Wo Hmg
Temple IS located in this area and is an exceflent example of Chinese temfle designs from
the early 1900s. Preservation 0 these individual
landmarks is a high priority, and the guidelines
for treatment of historic resources apply to
them.

the area, also exist within the Monarchy Resource Area.
There also are a few buildings of more recent
vintage, which have not achieved historic significance, such as the King Kamehameha III
Elementary School and the Maui Medical
Group building. These do not provide design
precedent for future construction.
Existing Design Character of the Monarchy
Resource Area
In general, this area is characterized with a sense
of open space, with parks, playgrounds and
building foundations being distinctive elements.
Historic buildings in this area are diverse in
form, scale and materials. Those that survive
intact are primarily institutional in nature and
as such, stand individually on their sites, with
lawns extending to the street. Stone walls, both
unfinished and plastered, are typical materials.
Design Goals for the Monarchy !le~ource Area
A key objective is to recognize the special association of this area with native Hawaiian culture. In this respect, projects that help to preserve and interpret archeological resources are
encouraged. Thls is especially true for sites that
currently are undeveloped, such as Moku'ula.
With respect to new construction, some building may be related to interpretation of these
archeological resources and should be compatible with early native Hawaiian designs.

WoHing

Monarchy Resource Area

A concentration of archeological resources exists from Shaw Street, north to Prison Street. Of
special note are Moku'ula, Hale Piula and a
remnant of the old canal system. While many
of these resources date from the Monarchy period, some are earlier, pre-contact sites, which
also should be protected and interpreted when
feasible.
Other structures, including some associated
with missionaries, extend to Dickenson Street.
Historic buildings related to the Monarchy Period include the Court House, whiclt is at the
northern boundary. Some historic structures are
exceptions, in that they represent other periods
or cultures. Waiola Cnurch and Lahaina
Hongwanji Mission are examples, and some
plantation-era homes, which were moved into

Historic OYc!Pvlew

In other cases, buildings that are more related
to western-influenced buildings from the Missionary and Whaling activities may be considered. Note however, that creating imitations of
historic styles outright is not appropriate, except where an accurate reconstruction can be
documented. In other cases, new construction
should be inspired by these early designs, but
not copy them literally.
It is also important to consider how development abutting this area can impact the perception of resources here.
Front Street Resource Area
In contrast to the Monarchy Resource Area, the

portion of Front Street north of Dickenson bears
a more uniform character. This "Front Street Resource Area" constitutes the traditional business
core of Lahaina Town as it developed during
the Plantation Era. Front Street, which runs parallel to the ocean, is its central spine.
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Existing Design Character of the Front Street
Resource Area
The makai (ocean side) and mauka (mountain
side) are similar, but have some distinctions.
The buildings are one or two stories in height
and are constructed with storefronts close to the
sidewalk edge. The majority are sheltered by
canopies and-a few have balconies. Many buildings have a rectilinear front. Some of these are
"false fronts," concealing sloping roofs. Building entrances are at the sidewalI< level. Upper
floors, where they exist, usually have smaller
windows, often vertically oriented. Wood siding is the predominant material, although several masonry structures exist.
The overall effect along the street is of a uniform wall of building fronts. Open space exists
here as "accents." A noteworthy place is along
the seawall, where views open onto the harbor.
Other, smaller open spaces occur between some
buildings, as alIeys and courtyards.
The rear of the mauka side parcels are defined
by Luakini street, which is alley-like in scale.
Many buildings step down in scale along this
back side, transitioning to the hei17ht of residential structures nearby. The "back of the makai
side parcels are defined by the shoreline, with
an irregular edge of building foundations and
piers. Historically, this was the first way in
which those arriving by sea viewed Lahaina and
many of these makai side facades may have historically significant features.
Design Goals for the Front Street Resource
Area
The primary goal is to preserve the character of
the streets and the makai side building fronts
as they appeared during the Plantation period.
Buildmgs that date from that time should be
rehabilitated to highlight their character-defining features. New construction should relate to
that context. Other historic resources from other
periods should be preserved as the individual
landmarks that they are.
Residential Resource Area
Buildings along the makai side of Luakini Street
are predominantly residential in character.
Many of these are modest workers cottages
from the Plantation Period and as such help to
convey the history of the community during
that time. A map from 1914 shows this area
originally developed primarily as a residential
edge to downtown, and the buildings here reflect this heritage. Many are now converted to
commercial uses but still retain their residential features.

Existing Features of the Residential Resource
Area
Structures are set back from the street edge, with
front yards that are generally similar in depth.
Houses face the street, with porches that define
entry ways. Structures are raised, with steps
leading to the porches. Roofs are sloping, either
hip or gable. Wood siding is the predominant
materials. Landscaping is used throughout, although the details of the planting plans vary.
Design Goals for the Residential Resource
Area
The goal is to maintain the residential appearance, while accommodating new, compatible
uses. Adaptive reuse of historic houses is also a
primary objective. New buildings, even if larger
than the traditional houses, should reflect the
traditional mass and scale, as well as form and
materials, of the residential context.
Transitional
This area currently houses a cluster of businesses and a p,0rtion of the Lahaill.a Shores Resort. This is a 'transitional" area.;whichdefines
the boundary of the historic district, but neither
ofthese structures contributes to the historic significance of Lahaina Town. Although major
changes are -not anticipated here, it is important that any future alterations or new development be considerate of the historic context.
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CHAPTJER3
This chapter presents basic design principles for
historic preservation that form the foundation
for the design policies and guidelines for rehabilitation that follow. These Policies and Guidelines are based on the Secretary of the Interior's
Standards, which are included in this chapter.

Although individual districts may have a different period of significance, Front Street as a
whole has a period of significance that spans
from long before the contact era of 1778 to the
height ofthe plantation period in the 1950' s.

The Concept of Integrity
In addition to being from an historical period,

Basic Preservation Theory
In basic historic preservation theory, three con-

cepts are ,Particularly important to understand:
historic' significance," the time "period" that
defines it and the physical" integrity" of a property.

an historic property also should retain sufficient
"integrity' ; that is, a high perc~Il\age of the
structure should date from thepenod of significance. The majority of a building's structural
system and materials should be original, as
should the majority of its character-defining features.

The Concept of Significance
A building possessing architectural significance
is one that represents the work of a noteworthy
architect or builder, possesses high artistic value
or that well represents a type, period or method
of construction. An historically significant property is one associated with significant persons,
or with significant events or historical trends
or is a property already determined to be contributing to the significance of the district.
It is important to note that the integrity of the
vernacular commercial building style found in
Lahaina is significant because of its representation of a period in which a decade long plantation economy provided the economic base for
the island.

The Period. of Significance
!--ahai~a Town has a period ofsignijicance, which
;s the tiJ?e period during which the area gained
Its architectural and historical importance. It is
&enerally recognized that a certain amount of
tIme should pass before the historical signific~nce of a property can be evaluated. The National Register of Bistoric Places, for example,
generally requires that a property be at least 50
year? old or have extraordinary importance before It may be considered for listing.

Preservation Principles
The following preservation principles apply to
all historic properties in the Lahaina Historic
District.
• Investigate for archeological resources that
may be on or adjacent to the site before beginning any building project or site improvements.
• Respect the historic design character of a
building.
Architects and building designers should not
try to "improve" a building's appearance. Don't
try to change its style or make it look older,
newer or more ornate than it really was. Confusing the character by mixing elements of different styles is also an exampIe of disrespect.
• Seek uses that are compatible with the historic character of a building.
Building uses that are closely related to the
original use are preferred. Every reasonable effort should be made to provide a compatible
use for the building that will require minimal
alteration to the building and its site. An example of an appropriate adaptive use is con-
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Original design intad:
Higb degree oEintegrity

Design modified, but retaining sufficient

integrity

Design suhstanti,]]y altered,
Integrity is lost.
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A llistoric building must retain sullicient integrity DEits {ann, details and materials, as weD as its overall character.

verting a residence into a bed and breakfast establisnment. This can be accomplished without
radical alteration of the original architecture.
When a substantial change in function is necessary to keep a building in active service, then a
use that requires the least alteration to significant exterior elements is preferred. It may be
that, in order to adapt a building to the proposed new use, such a radical alteration would
be required that the entire concept is inappropriate. In most cases designs can be developed
that both respect the historic integrity of the
building and accommodate new functions.
• Early alterations, additions or construction
more than 50 years old may have become historically significant and thus merit preservation.
Many additions or alterations to buildings that
have taken place in the course of time are themselves evidence of the history of a building and
its neighborhood and therefore may merit preservation.
• More recent alterations, additions or new
construction that are not historically significant may be removed.
For example'llywood may presently obscure
original woo . In this case, removal of this alteration and restoration of the original material
is strongly encouraged. In general, most alterations less than fifty years old lack historic significance.

Planning

a.

Preserv.;;'ion

Project
The following preservation principles apply to
historic properties in Lahaina Town ana form
the basis of the guidelines that follow.
1. If a feature is intact and in good condition,
maintain it as such.
2. If the feature is deteriorated or damaged,
repair it to its original condition.
3. If it is not feasible to repair the feature, then
replace it with one that is the same or similar in character (materials, detail, finish) to
the original one. Replace only that portion
that is beyond repair.
4. If the feature is missing entirely, reconstruct
it from appropriate evidence.
5. If a new feature or addition is necessary, design it in such a way as to minimize the impact on original features.
In essence, the least level of intervention is preferred. By following this tenet, the highest degree of integrity wilfbe maintained for the property.
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The Secretary of the Interior's Standards for the Treahnent of
lIistoric Properties - Rehabilitation
The design guidelines in this document incorporate rehabilitation principles set forth in The
Secretary ofthe Interior's Standards for the Treahnent ofHistoric ProperHesa widely accepted set
of basic preservation design principles. The Secretary of the Interior's Standards address
general rehabilitation guidelines established by the National Park Service. These standards
apply to Lahaina in aadition to the guidelines set forth in this document.
Standards for Rehabilitation
1. A property will be used as it was historically or be given a new use that requires minimal
change to its distinctive materials, features, spaces, and spatial relationships.
2. The historic character of a property will be retained and preserved. The removal of distinctive materials or alteration of features, spaces, and spatial relationships that characterize a
property will be avoided.
3. Each property will be reco~zed as a physical record of its time, place, and use. Changes
that create a false sense of hIstorical development, such as adding conjectural features or
elements from other historic properties, will not be undertaken.
4. Changes to a property that have acquired historic significance in their own right'will be
retained and preserved.
5. Distinctive materials, features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of craftsmanship that characterize a property will be preserved.
.
6. Deteriorated historic features will be repaired rather than replaced. Where the severity of
deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature will match the old
in design, color, texture, and, where possible, materials. Replacement of missing features will
be substantiated by documentary and physical evidence.
7. Chemical or physical treatments, if appropriate, will be undertaken using the gentlest means
possible. Treatments that cause damage to historic materials will not be used.
8. Archeological resources will be protected and preserved in place. If such resources must be
disturbed, mitigation measures will be undertaken.
9. New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction will not destroy historic
materials, features, and spatial relationships that characterize the property. The new work
will be differentiated from the old and wi1l be compatible with the historic materials, feature.s, size, scale and proportion, and massing to protect the integrity of the property and its
enVIronment.
10. New additions and adjacent or related new construction will be undertaken in such a
manner that, if removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic property
and its environment would be unimpaired.

Tile Secretary of Interiors Standards for tbe Treatment oEHistoric Properb."es are also at: ·www.cr.np9.gov;1ocal~law/arch_smc1a_8_2.ht:m·.

CHAPTIER 4
AlI"chit6ecLl\lJllI"r&li Stylies tC!illJld
Builiding 1iYPes

~
Introd.uction
Lahaina contains a diversity of architect~ral
styles representing. its histor}:, of COt;UUercIal,
residential, institutional and mdustr~al development. This rich architectural herItage enhances the town and provides a strong sense of
place.
This chapter provides a brief overview of architectural styles found in Lahaina. It is not exhaustive. Some architectural styles are not included here because they do not reflect the primary building types that are the focus of the
guidelines.

large openings and spacious lanais. The openings were strategically located to the front and
back to allow tne sea breezes to pass through
and ventilate the buildings.
Commercial buildings on Front Street also had
similar design features. Storefrontsot5ened onto
the street and early photos sh.ow that du~g
the daytime hours these.remamed opet;. ~IS
is not necessarily true WIth the early MiSSIOnary buildings. These build~gs were J:milt with
thick walls and small operungs, possI~ly more
suited to New England weatIier. Also mteresting to note is that early Polynesian structures

For example, the Ho
Wing temple is a
distinct building
style with unique
details. The preservation principles
apply certainly, but
these structures do
not set the precedent for new construction.
Many of the building types in the district
are
seen
throughout historic
Pacific coastal cities
as well, although
they are unique in
the way they were
adapted to tne natural environment of
Lahaina. For example, some Plantation era residential
buildings embraced

T1J(~ Ice house was located at tbe ocean edge and served as one of the porrs-of-call for tile many seafaring
that visited Labaina. Tins early ph.oto sbow many of the early cbaracter~deEini.ng elements of a commercial
vernacular building such as a simple primary {Olm, one and two stories, horizontal wood siding, double bung
windows and openings strategically placed to allow {or cross~venf:ilation, a stepped cornice and simple trim
detail. PilOtograpb by Naoki Kutsunai.
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were described as being without large openings. They primarily provided shelter for sleeping and inclement weather.
The missionary style buildings add a delightful mix of diversity on Front Street although
theX should not be replicated today in a new
buIlding unless the Duilding is being reconstructed on location or adjacent to the original
location for historic interpretation.
Applicants should review these descriptions
carefully. In many cases, the design guidelines
that follow make reference to the cnaracteristics of the building styles that are presented in
this chapter. This wiIl aid in choosing appropriate design solutions for any proposed work
to a historic structure.
This section will also aid those applicants that
may be developing a new building within the
district. A historic building's proportions, materials, scale and adaptation to the environment
characterize the historic district. These key design elements in a new building or an addition
snould be compatible with their historic neighbor.

Building Periods in Laha.ina.
There are several ways in which the history of
building in Lahaina can be organized. The
Lahaina Restoration Foundation groups development into these basic periods:

Pre-contact - to 1778
Native structures, using local materials occurred in a variety of forms. Lava rock platforms, supporting thatch structures were typical.
Some archeological resources from this period
may survive in the historic district. However,
this building type does not provide a precedent
for new construction, with the exception of the
treatment of archeological resources.

Post-contact Period. 1778 - 1819
The availability of some materials from visiting ships may have influenced building during this time, but traditional building methods
predominated.

Monarchy 1819- 1893
Native Hawaiian construction began to incorporate details of building methods from other
cultures during this time. In addition, immigrants began to erect structures that reflected
the methods of construction in their home
lands, with some adaptations to the local set-

ting. These include structures known to exist in
the Monarchy Resource Area.
During this period, new building types emerged
that were inspired by designs of those immigrating to the island from Europe and North
America. Two distinct influences in building
design appear during this period:

Missionary Influences (1820 - 1860)
Missionaries drew ufon the residential and institutional models 0 New England, introducing sawn wood siding, double-hung windows
and mortared masonry.
A few landmark structures survive from this
period. These are special, individual resources,
but do not provide the overall context for design compatibility in any of the Resource Areas
in the historic district.

Whaling Influences
Multi-paned windows are associated with the
influence of sailors who arrived in.Lahaina and
may have used salvaged mateiiiiJs from ships
and later imported goods. Although some structure may date from this period, no building survives intact that represents this building type,
and it does not provide the context for compatible infill in thehistoric district.

Plantation Period. 1895 - 1950
For most areas in the historic district, buildings
from the Plantation Period are the most txpical.
These include traditional commercial bUIldings
and residences. Most of the building types and
styles illustrated in this chapter reflect this period. Commercial buildings from this period
provide the context for the Front Street Resource
Area. Residential buildings from the early part
of this period provide the context for Residential Resource Area 1. (See the map on page 17.)

Recent Develop:rnent 1950

+

The current phase of development has included
alterations to existing buildings, as well as new
construction. Some of these buildings are compatible, but some misinterpret earlier Whaling
Era designs and do not serve as a model for future new construction.

Indigenous Ha W-aD.an.
ArclUtecture or "Hale"
Circa 1800s
This style originated from the indigenous
people of Maui in the 1800s. This architecture
includes any of the predominant architectural
practices, customs, styles and techniques historically employed by the native residents of the
hawaiian islands, including structures comprised of either rock walls or wood frames for
the bottom portion of structures and thatch of
different native grasses and leaves for the roof.

lVhaling Era Co:au:n.ercial
BuilJin.gs

Halenoa

Circa 1800s
Whaling era buildings are thought to have had
smaller window panes, but other features were
similar to late commercial buildings. A sketch
that was included in the original Styles Book
suggests the character this buildin!1 type may
have had. By contrast the Master s Reading
Room, which is of that period, was built of
masonry.

Hip alternate

Section View

T. Jacobsen.

Halewaa
Indigenous Hawaiian Arcbitecture
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Missionary/New- England

lnEluences
Circa 1820-1860
This style originated with the movement of missionaries and plantation owners from the mainland onto the island of Maui. In many cases,
buildings of this type closely resemble the styles
flourishing in New England during the middle
of the 19t1i century.
Characteristics
• Site location: This building is typically set
back from the sidewalk edge.
o
Primary building form:. 'The primary building form is a simple geometric shape.
o
Building height: One and two-story buildings
o
Roof form: Gable and hip.
o
Primary materials:
Foundation - rock or coral block
Walls- Exposed or stucco covered black lava
rock, coral rock or coral block. Quoined detailing. With lime-coral mort<lf.
Roof-Wood shake was the earliest roof material. Later, corrugated metal was used.
o
Veranda: One and two-story verandas were
common.
o
Windows: Double-hung. True divided; six
over six and eight over eight window pane
configuration.
• Doors: Solid core wood doors with raised
panels.

Lallaina Missionary Home. S];?etcb by Jo1m T. Jacobsen

Co:au:nercial Vernacular
Circa 1895-1940
This building style, from the Plantation Era, is
the most cornmon in the Front Street Resource
Area. Features of this style vary greatly and the
buildings are composed of different combinations of windows, doors and entrance desIgns.
Characteristics
• Site location: This building type is typically
located at the sidewalk edge.
• Primary building form:. This building is a
simple geometric shape; in ~?me cases there
is a smaller one-story addItion to the rear.
In other cases two-story additions may occur to the rear, especially on the makai side
of Front Street, where a story steps down,
taking advantage of the sloped site.
• Building height: One and two-story buildings.
• Roof form: Typically flat or shed with some
gable forms located behind a false-front.
• Primary materials:
Foundation - Rock, coral block or raised
frame foundation
Walls - Vertical wood
Roq! - Wood shingle, asphalt shingle and
zinc
Canopy - Corrugated metal and canvas.
Balcony - Wood framed balcony.
• Storefront: The storefront is comprised of a
base, middle and cap configuration. Historically the display windows were wood
framed with fixed glass panels. Today operable windows have become common. In
some cases there are two transoms; one that
is glazed and is located above the primary
storefront glass and the other which is ventilated is located above the glazed transom
pane. Attic vents are also typical.
• Windows:
Storefront windows- Historically a storefront
window opening was primarily divided in
half or quarters. In a rare case there may
have been six or eight divisions of glass. This
would only have occurred in larger storefront openings.

Folding doors are lypical DEmany Commercial Vemacdar buildings. A second Door balcony appears on many as '1~;Jt Note the
storefront gJass is divided into four medium-sized panes. (PJlOtO

Circa 19508.)

Simple bracket
designs without
ornamentation are

Architectul'al StyJes

Louvered vents appeared on many fronts, to provide air Bow to

typical ofmany

upper ceiling and attic spaces. A modest cornice, supported lVilll

commercial vernacu-

small brackets, appeared on tile more "detailed" vernacular buildings.

lar buildings.

Photograph by Naolci Kutsumi. (Photo Circa 19305.)
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Upper story windows - Vertically oriented
double hung windows.
Doors:
StorEfront - Full and half-glass double doors
are common. In early Lahaina solid core
wood accordion doors are also apparent.
Upper story doors - When living quarters
were located on the second floor, doors often opened onto a balcony. These doors
were typically simple, solid core, raised
panel wood doors.
CanopiesfBalconies:
These features are supported with a metal
cable or rod from above and with iron or
wood brackets from below. They typically
run the full width of the building front.
Cornice: Flat or stepped parapet with
simple cornice.

Vernacular storefront with a pediment form for a parapet

Cornice molding
Upper facade with v~Jtical
board siding
.. - <
(Sometimes a false front)

~~~-- .Shed canopy
Double doors with windows & panels
(Flush with wall)
Folding/ removable panel
doors
Typical components DE vernacular commercial building in Lailaina Sketcb"by JaIm T Jacobsen
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Typical components of vernacular commercial slnrefronts in La/lama Sketcjl by]oim

Transom
Flush Entry
Display Window
(Medium sized glass)
Kickplate
T. Jacobsen
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Italiana.te Con:unercial
Circa 1895-1920
nris building style, from the Plantation Era, is
a slightly more ornate variation on the Vernacular Commercial building type. A larger decorative cornice, supported on jig-saw brackets is a
key feature. Some window trim is also more
detailed. In other cases, the traditional storefront
elements and balcony details of Vernacular
buildings are used.
Characteristics
• Site location: This building type is typically
located at the sidewalk edge.
o
Primary building form: This building is a
simple geometric shape; in ~,?me cases there
is a smaller one-story addItion to the rear.
In other cases two-story additions may occur to the rear, especially on the makai side
of Front Street, where a story steps down,
taking advantage of the sloped site.
o
Building height: One and two-story buildings.
o
Roof form: Typically flat or shed with some
gable forms located behind a false-front.
o
Primary materials:
Foundation - Rock, coral block or raised
frame foundation
Walls - Vertical wood
Roof - Wood shingle, asphalt shingle and
zinc
Canopy - Corrugated metal and canvas.
Balcony - Wood framed balcony.
o
Storefront: The storefront is comprised of a
base, middle and cap configuration. The
first floor is primarily skeletal: historically
the display windows were wood framed
with fixed glass panels.
o
Windows:
Storefront windows- Historically a storefront
window opening was primarily divided in
half or quarters. Trim may be more ornate
than Vernacular buildings.
Upper story windows - Vertically oriented
double hung windows.
o
Doors:
Storefront - Full and half-glass double doors
are common, with decorative panels.
Upper story doors - When living quarters
were located on the second floor, doors often opened onto a balcony. These doors
were typically simple, solid core, raised
panel wood doors.
o
Canopies/Balconies:
These features are supported with a metal
cable or rod from above and with iron or
wood brackets from below. They typically
run the full width of the building front.
o
Cornice: Flat or stepped parapet with deep,
ornamental cornice.

Tills commercial vernacular building has Italianate detailing at the
cornice.
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Ornamental metal brackets on canopies reElect Italianate influ-

ences. Sketcllhy101m T. Jacobsen
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Jigsaw brackets on porch columns are o/f,icalie;,/m"es ",fJ/aJi",w!e
designs.

A decorative cornice, SUPPOlt'ed on brackets, omamental hrackets

and decorative JnC!idings framing windOlVS and doors are signature
features oEltalianafe designs.
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Neo Classical
Circa 1916-1942
Neo-classical designs feature columns that reflect the re-interpretation of the earlier Greek
Revival style, which appeared in North
America and Europe in the early 1800s. The
later, Neo-classical designs more typically date
from the early 1900s. Greek style columns, and
ornamental enh'ies with triangular pediments
are common. These buildings presented a simpler, more formal composition than the
Italianate designs.
Characteristics
• Site location: This building type is typically
located at the sidewalk edge.
o
Primary building form: This building is a
simple geometric shape; in some cases there
is a smaller one-story addition to the rear.
In other cases two-story additions may occur to the rear, especially on the makai side
of Front Street, where a story steps down,
taking advantage of the sloped site.
o
Building height: One and two-story building.
o
Roof form: Typically flat or shed with some
gable forms l()cated behind a false-front.
o
Primary materials:
Foundation - Rock or coral block
Walls - Timber, masonry, stucco and reinforced concrete.
Roof- Wood shake and zinc
Canopy - Corrugated metal and canvas
Balcony - Wood framed balcony.
o
Storefront: The storefront is comprised of
a base, middle and cap configuration. The
first floor is primarily skeleta1: historically
the display windows were wood framed
with fixed glass panels. Today operable
windows have become common. In some
cases there are two transoms; one that is
glazed and is located above the primary
storefront glass and the other which is ventilated is located above the glazed transom
panel. The storefront is typically framed
and/ or divided with pilasters that reach to
a simple ornate molding that crowns the
first floor storefront; in some cases they
reach to the cornice.
o
Windows:
Storefront windows- Historically a storefront
window opening was primarily divided in
half or quarters. In a rare case there may
have been six or eight divisions of glass.
This would only have occurred in larger
storefront openings.
Upper story windows - Double hung windows.

_Modest Neo-classical details appear on these storefronts in tbe {onn

ofattached columns (pilasters), eae}1 with 11 base and capital with
ornamental molding..

• Doors: Full and half glazed double panel

•

•

doors are conunon as are accordion doors
with two ~els on each side.
Canopies/Balconies:
These features are supported with a metal
cable or rod from above and with iron or
wood brackets from below. They typically
run the full width of the building front.
Cornice: Flat or stepped parapet with
simple cornice.

More 1ngA~style Neo~classical details appeared on public institu~

Donal buildings, such as ti,e Lai"inaJuna High Scbool. The main
with a triangular pediment supported with columns, is a
d;s/incl feature. Photograph by Naoki Kutsunai.

entrance,

A lleo~clilSiical design feature included a
decorat£ve cornice.

Neo~classical features, including the large columns in front, were
added in tAe remodeling of tile court house. Photograph by Naoki
Kutsunai.
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Planta-ti.on Era Residential
Circa 1895-1950
Residential buildings within the historic district
reflect those of plantation workers. Several
small bungalows and cottages appear on a General Land Use Map of 1914. They were located
on Luakini and Chapel Streets and many remain
in these locations. There is also a small residential neighborhood just to the south of King
Kamehameha III Elementary SchooL Several of
these cottages were moved to this location; others are new infilL Just south of the historic district boundary stand several houses once occupied by plantation managers. These are large
and in some cases have more architectural details, but the basic forms and materials are related to the workers cottages.
Characteristics
• Site location: This building type is typically
set back from the sidewalk edge, with a front
yard.
• Primary building form: This building is a
simple geometric shape; in some cases there
are several smaller one-story additions to
the side or rear.
• Building height: One-story building.
• Roof form: Hipped, clipped hip and gable
roofs.
• Primary materials:
Foundation - Rock, coral block or raised
frame foundation
Walls - Vertical plank, horizontal lap, board
and batten, ana stucco. Girt or horizontal
molding strip that ends mid-wall is a common feature. Attic vents are typical as welL
Roof- Wood shake, asphalt.
Porch - Wood framed with corrugated metal
and asphalt shingle.
• Windows: Vertically oriented wood doublehung windows. True divided; two over two
and four over four window pane configuration.
• Doors: Half glazed wood doors and solid
core wood doors with an outside screen
door are typicaL
• Porches: Cut-out and shed porches that run
the full width or highlight the entrance are
typicaL

I-Lp roofs Witil generous overllangs are typical of Plantation-era
residences in tile area. Exposed rafters also are key features.

Corrugated metal roofing was used on many Plantation
resid~nces. Photograpll by Naoki Kutsunai
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CHAPTERS
fuoe&tllJl.ent «J)f CuRtU1r&li ru:JlJ
AJr<ch&e«J)li«J)gi<c&li Sites
Within Lahaina, a wealth of archaeological resources, structures and cultural sites exist that
represent an evolution of events and life ways
that contribute to the rich cultural heritage of
the community. Some of these sites are associated with the monarchy. Most noteworthy of
these is Moku'ula.

Topics Discussed in. this
Chapter:
1. Archaeological and Cultural Sites

Other sites have religious significance and still
others are remnants of buildmg projects dating
from the missionary and whaling periods.
These sites do not have extant historic buildings, but the structural remnants and archaeological resources still can yield substantial information and assist in interpreting the heritage
of the area. As such, they merit special attention, while they also have substantial challenges.
In part, these sites are so significant that they
should be preserved in their current condition
and in some cases, improved to facilitate interpretation. Adaptive reuse is not a viable option
for these properties, in part because no buildings exist that could facilitate adaptive use, but
also. ?ec~use of !TIeir significance and unique
posItion m the hIstory 01 the community.

HalePitJa was the site oIKing KamellamelulHIpalace. Consl:ruction
started on {bis building in the 18308 but was never completed. It was
damaged in a stonn in 1858. What remained of the structure was
dismantled and tbe stones were used to build tbe pJ'esent day
courthouse.

Reiferences,

:

~{so consult 17,e Secretary oftlte Intenol's Standardsfor Archaeological Documentation
. so ~nsult T1.le Us.. Deparbnent q! the Interior, National Park Seroice, Cultural Resources, Heritage Preservation SerVices. reservation Bne.fs 36, Protectmg Cultural Landscapes.
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4. Reconstruct the significant resource.
In the case of a reconstruction, it is important
that sufficient information exist so that the resource can be accurately conveyed. Speculative
reconstruction is inappropriate.

1. Archaeological and.
Cultural Sites Guid.elines
A. Investigation for the presence of archaeological resources shall be employed before any
site work, disturbance or construction occurs.
1) This investigation shall be in compliance
with standards set forth in state and federal
regulations.
B. New construction including site features,
interpretative markers and interpretative
buildings, shall be located to avoid impacting
archaeological resources.
1) Only reconstructions of documented resources may occur on original foundations.
C. New structures desi~ed for interpretation
of a site shall be compatIble with the construction during the period of significance.
1) New buildings that are not to be reconstructions of lost resources shall be designed to
be distinguishable as new construction. This
may be accomplished by subtle variations
in construction methods, details and styles.
2) Markers that clearly establish the construction date and explain the purpose of the
structure also may be used.
D. Where feasible, providing places that can
accommodate informal gathering should be
encouraged.
1) Ideally these sites will remain in the public
domain or with other community organizations with the purpose of makin(5 them
available to the public for interpreting the
cultural heritage of the community.
2) These sites should include appropriate seating areas to accommodate informal discussions.
3) The location should be designed to be compatible with the historic character of the set~g. (See Treatment Options #3 on the preVIOUS page.)
4) The location of these facilities shall not disturb any resources on site.

EarJy Moku 'ula. site map.
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CHAPTJER6
PJre§elI"vC&ltJi«J>Jr:ll «J>f AJrchiiecirurc&li
Fe~\lJlJI"e§

In.trod.uction
Ornamental trim, including cornices, brackets
and moldings are character-defining features
that contribute to the significance of many historic structures in Lahaina Town. This chapter
provides general guidelines for treatment of
such features. They apply to all historic structures in the area.

.....................................
Topics Discussed. in this

Chapter:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Preservation of historic features
Repair of deteriorated features
Replacement with new features
Reconstruction of missing fe,atures

.....................................
,-

~:..

The best way to preserve historic building features is through well-planned maintenance. In
some cases, historic building features may be
damaged or deteriorated. WIlen damage or deterioration occurs, repair the feature and also
address any other related problems.

•
•

In some situations, however, a feature, or portions of it, may be beyond repair. In such a case,
consider replacement. It is important, however,
that the extent of replacement be minimized,
because the original feature contributes to the
authenticity of the property as a historic resource. Even when the replacement feature exactly matches that of the original, the integrity
of an historic building is to some extent compromised when extensive amounts of features
are removed. This is because the original feature exhibits a record of the labor and craftsmanship from an earlier time.
It is also important to recognize that all features

weather over time and that a scarred finish does
not represent an inferior feature, but simply reflects Its age. Preserving an original feature that
show signs of wear is therefore preferred instead of replacing it.

Histonc Eeatures, induding building and architectural
details, as welJ as fhe shl1ctw'e's form and scale,
contr:ibui"e to its cbaracter and significance and should
be preserved Tbis historic feature sllOuld be repaired
with the same material.

Reife]['eltllces,

..,. Also consult The Secretory oftlte Interior's Standardsfor tlte Reltabilitation ofHistoric Buildings
... Also consult 17te Secretory dftlte Interior's Standardsfor tlte Treawent ofHistoric PJvperties WItlt Illustrated Guidelinesfor
Preseroing, Rehnbilitntin~ Restorin~ and Reconstructing Historic Buildings.
~
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1. Preserva.tion of Historic
Fea.tures
Overall, a high percentage of the original materials and features of a property must be maintained in good condition, in order to retain the
integrity of the resource. Continued maintenance is the best preservation method.

Wben disassembly of an historic feature is required for restoration,
document its location so it may be repositioned accurately.

A. Protect and maintain significant stylistic
features.
1) Maintain historic features so that repair is
not required. Employ preventative treatments such as rust removal, caulking, limited paint removal and reapplication of
paint.
B. Avoid removing or altering significant architectural features.
1) Original doors, windows, porches, turned
columns, brackets and jigsaw ornaments are
examples of architectural features which
shoula not be removed or altered.

••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
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Ongoing maintenance, including painting ofwood bim, is tbe
{m,-t step in preservation of lristoric dctaJs.
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2. Repair of Deteriora.ted
Fea.tures
In some cases, original architectural features
may be deteriorated and there.for~ need repair.
If repair is necessary, these gmdelmes apply:
A. Repair features that are deteriorated.
1) Isolated areas of damage may be stabilized
using consolidants. For example, epoxies
and resins may be considered for wood repair.
2) Patch, piece-in, splice, consolidate or otherwise stabilize eXIsting materials.
3) Removing a damaged feature that can be
repaired is inappropriate.
4) Protect other architectural features that are
adjacent to the area being worked on.
B. When disassembly of an historic feature

is necessary for its restoration, minimize damage to the original material.
1) If a feature must be removed in order to repair it, document its location so it may be
repositioned accurately.

feature that will not damage it.

C. Use J;'rocedures for cleaning, refinishing

and repaIring an architectural feature that will
not damage it.
1) When choosing a preservation treatment,
use the gentlest means possible. Sandblasting is inappropriate.
2) Repairs such as rust removal, caulking, limited paint removal and reapplication of
paint are recommended.

Repair tbose {eatw-es tilat are deteriorated.

Canopy
important role in the cosmet£c appearance

an

DE tbe streetscape.

These

sbould be maintained.

Pl'CBCl'vcriioll of A:l'chifeduIPaJ IFeaiures
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3. Replace:rnent
Features

with New-

While restoration of a deteriorated feature is the
preferred alternative, replacement may be necessary if it is beyond repair. The new material
should match that being replaced in design,
color, texture and other visual qualities.
A. Replace a deteriorated feature in-kind.
1) Use the same kind of material as the original, when feasible.
2) In some instances, a substitute material may
be acceptable if the size, shape, texture and
finish convey the visual appearance of the
original material.
B. When replacing a deteriorated feature re-

move only the portion that is so damaged that
it must be replaced.
1) The new element should be similar in size,
shape, texture and finish.
reconstructed
piece spliced in
to the original
I

•

4. Reconstruction of
Missing Features
If an original feature is missing, reconstructing
it is preferred.
A. Reconstructing a missing feature is encouraged.
1) The design should be substantiated by
physical or pictorial evidence to avoid creating a misrepresentation of the building's
genuine heritage. This is particularly important for buildings of individual landmark
quality. For example if the ultimate goal is
to restore a commercial storefront from the
1920s and 1930s these are the images one
should try and obtain. Later images may
show inappropriate alterations.
2) For a contributing structure, if pictorial evidence is not available, a design that is based
on details from similar structures within the
area may be considered. For example,
where" scars" on exterior siding suggest the
location of decorative brackets out no record
exists of its design, then an historic bracket
on another structure that is clearly similar
in character may be used as a model.
3) When reconstructing a feature, use the same
material as the original when feasible. In
some cases, however, an alternative material may be considered.

original molding
Repair only tLose features that are deteriorated.

Addin~ a

new decorative element that did
not exist hIstorically is inappropriate.
1) Conjectural designs that cannot be confirmed by written, physical or pictorial evidence of that building are generally inappropriate. For exampre repracing a simple
balcony post with a decorative turned post
is inappropriate.
B.

4
4
4
~
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Introd.udion
Wood siding, cut co:al~ stone an~ pl.aster w!llls
were the primary bmldmg matenals m Lahama.
Wood siding occurred in ~ v:ariety of forms but
vertical matched plank sldmg and board and
batten ;iding are popular for residences as well
as commercial structures.
In each case, the distinct properties of a building material, includ~& the scale. of the mater~al
unit, its texture and flrush, contrIbute to the historic character of a building and should be preserved.

The best way to preserve historic building materials is through well-plarmed maintenance.
Wood surfaces should be protected with a good
application of paint. In some cases, however,
historic building materials may be deteriorated.
When this occurs, repairing the material, rather
than replacing it, is preferred. Frequently, damaged materials can be patched or consolidated
using special bonding agents.
In other situations, some portion of the material may be beyond repair. In such cases, consider replacement in-Kind. The new material
should match the original in appearance. If
wood siding had been used historically, for example, the replacement also should be wood.
It is important that the extent of replacement
materials be minimized, because the original
materials contribute to the authenticity or the
property as an historic resource. Even when the
replacement material exactly matches that of the
onginal, the integrity of an historic building is

Topics Discussed in this
Cha.pter:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Wood and Siding
Masonry
Replacement of Building Materials
Roof Materials
Hanging Valance

•.••••....•••••••••.•••••
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to some extent compromised when extensive
amounts are removea. This is because the original material exhibits a record of the labor and
craftsmanship of an earlier time and this is lost
when it is replaced.
It is also important to recognize that all materials weather over time and that a scarred finish
does not represent an inferior material, but simply reflects the age of the building. Preserving
original materials that show signs of wear is
therefore preferred to their replacement.

Rather than replace original siding, some property owners consider covering it. However, using any material, either synthetic or conventional, to cover historic materials is inappropriate. Doing so would obscure the original character and change the dimensions of walls, which
are particularly noticeable around door and
window openings. The extra layer may in fact
cause or hide further decay.

References,
... Also consult The Secretary oftlte Interiors Standards for tlte Reltabilitation ofHistoric Buildin!f.s
. .
... Also consult The Secretary o(tlte Interiors Standardsfor tlte Treatment o(Historic Properties WI/It Illustrated GlI1de!mesfor
PreselVin~ Relzabllitating, Reston'ng, and Reconstructing Historic BU/1dings.
~
C Ollse;rwli:inn of Historic IBuiMing Materials
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1. Wood and Siding
Historically, wood siding was painted on primary structures. This also was typical of accessory buildings, although some of these were
stamed. To preserve wood, maintain its painted
finish. While matched plank vertical siding is
most prevalent, board and batten was used
sometimes. This also should be preserved in a
manner that conveys its historic character.

Remove more recent covering materials that ha.ve not achieved
llistoric signilicance. It is apparent in tbis photo that the underlying
material is most likely the original building maten·al. The existing
covering is in poor condition il11d sbould he removed. TAe vertical

wood building material sbould be restored.

A. Preserve original siding.
1) Avoid removing siding that is in good condition or that can be repaired in place.
2) Remove only siding which is deteriorated
and must be replaced.
3) If portions of wood siding must be replaced,
be sure to match the sty1e and lap dimensions of the original.
B. Protect wood features from deterioration.
1) Provide proper drainage and ventilation to
minimize decay.
. 2) Maintain protective coatings to retard drying and ultraviolet damage.-IUhe building
was painted historically, it should remain
painted, including all trim.
3) Varnishing exterior wood features for protection is inappropriate.
C. Repair wood features by patching, piec-

ing-in, consolidating or otherwise reinforcing
the wood.
1) Avoid the removal of damaged wood that
can be repaired.
T11e original material on this building appears to Aave heen covered.
One should consider removing tills material even thougll tbe it is
in lair condition.

D. Use technical procedures that preserve,
dean, or repair historic materials and finishes.
1) Abrasive methods such as sandblasting are
not appropriate.
2) A firm experienced in the cleaning of historic buildings should be hired to ai:lvise on
the best, lowest impact method of cleaning.
3) Note that early paint layers may be leadbased, in which case, special procedures are
required for its treaiment.
E. Remove more recent covering materials
that have not achieved historic significance.
1) If original materials are presently covered,
consii:ler exposing them. For example, plywood boards that cover original wood siding should be removed.
2) Once the non-historic siding is removed,
repair the original, underlying material.

Further invesb."gation may l"eveal tbis building e.-.:ists under a portion
of tbe building tIlilt appears above. Pbotograpilshy Naoki Kutsunai.
ReJferel!llces,
t:W

Also consult The u.s. Deparbnent 0/ fhe Interior, Notional Park Servic~ Cultural Resources/ Heritnge Preservation Services. Preservation Briefs Br Aluminum and Vinyl Siding on Histone Buildings.
.

Conse:rYaiio.ll'l of Historic 1BllJHding Maferials
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Original building materials should not be
covered.
. ..
.
1) Vinyl, aluminum,yrutatio:, bnck, an? other
composite materIals are mappropnate on
historic structures.
2) If a property already has a non-historic
building material covering the original, it
is not appropriate to add another fayer of
new material, which would further obscure
the original.
F.

Paint
Buildings that were clad with wood siding were
usually painted to protect the material. The
range of paint colors available historicall y was
limIted. Using traditional color schemes (earth
tones) is preferred.
Always pl-epare a good substrate wilen repainting an histonc

I

A. Always prepare a good substrate for painting.
1) Prior to painting, remove damaged or deteriorated paint only to the next intact layer,
using the gentlest method possible.

structure.

B. Use compatible paints.
1) Some latex paints will not bond well to earlier oil-based paints without a primer coat.

2.

Masonry

Some historic buildings were constructed of
brick, stone, and coral I5lock. These are types of
masonry construction that should be preserved.
A. Preserve masonry features that define the

overall historic character of the building.
1) Examples are walls, cornices, pediments,
steps, chimneys and foundations.
2) Avoid rebuilding a major portion of an exterior masonry wall that could be repaired.
Reconstruction may result in a loss of integrity.
B. Preserve the original mortar joint and masonry unit size, the tooling and bonding patterns, coatings and color.
1) Original mortar, in good condition, should
be preserved in place.
C. Re-point mortar joints where there is evi-

dence of deterioration.
1) DUl?I~cate the old mortar in strength, comI2osltion, color, texture, joint widtI1 and profile.
2) Mortar joints should be cleared with hand
tools. Using electric saws and hammers to
remove mortar can seriously damage the
adjacent brick or stone.

Preselve masoruy features that define the overalllnstoric character

of tl,. buildmg.

References,
Ia"

A~so consult 11.1e Us.. Department oftlze Interior, National Park Seroice/ Cultural Resources/ Heritage Preseroafioll.Ser-

vices. Preseroatzon Bnifs 10, Exterior Paint Problems on Historic Woodwork.
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D. Brick or stone that was not painted historically should not be painted.
1) Painting a masonry wall alters its character
and can seal in moisture already in the masonry.. thereby not allowing it to breathe and
causing extensive damage over the years.
E. Protect masonry from water deterioration.
1) Provide proper drainage so that water does
not stand on flat, horizontal surfaces or accumulate on decorative features.
2) Provide positive drainage away from foundations.

In masonry consl:ruroon, preserve tbe original mortar joint and
masonry unit size, the tooling and bonding pattenlS, coatings and
color.

F. Clean masonry with the gentlest methods
possible.
1) Test cleaning procedures in sample patches
first.
2) Low pressure water and detergent cleaning,
using bristle brushes, is encouraged.
3) Abrasive cleaning methods, sucn as sand
blasting, will not be allowed.

3. ReplaceJ.D.ent of B.,uId.in.g
Materials
.·-L

In some cases, the original building material

must be replaced. Using the same as the original is preferred, especia11y on individual landmark quality buildings, but an alternative may
be considered. In eitI1er case, the new material
should convey characteristics similar to the
original.

New mat'erial sbould convey cbru:actenslics similar lo the anginal.
For e.yample, composition sllingles lmve some chmactensb."cs of
older wood shingles.

A.Replacement building materials should
arpear similar to those used historically.
1 The repl~cement m.ate~ial(s) sho,:,l~ match
. the ongmal matenal In scale, fImsh and
composition.
2) For example, if the original material is wood
clapboard then the replacement material
should be wood as welL It should match the
original in size, the amount of exposed lap
and finish.
3) Replace only the amount needed. If a few
boards are damaged beyond repair, then
only they should De replaced, not the entire
wall.
4) Materials such as aluminum and vinyl are
not permitted in the district.

R",lfeJr"'ltllc",s,
1tE

~

Also consult The US. Department of the JitterioJ; National Park Seroicft Cultural Resources, Heritage Preseroation Services. Preservation Briefs 2, Repainting Mortar faints in Histone Masonry Buildings.
Also consult The
Department Ofdie Interior, National Park Seroicft Cultural Resources, Heritage Preselvation Ser-

us.

vices. PreservaHon Briefs Ii Dangers ofAbrasive Cleaning to Historic Buildings.

.
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~!~~~~i~conh'ibute
the character
of intypes in to
Lahaina.
Corrugated

~

example was prevalent on
and on canopies of combUllt1\11~,~ from the Plantation Period.
al'E! sllsceptibleto deterioration,
~l~~W~,~;v'~~~~~~I::~~,~;~;:~~~;
becomes necessary
need arises, the replacement
d-::'; trlot 11',es

l0Ji\~~~;s~.!~l~~:~~~~!.~
b~ applied in a marmer similar
~.
seen hIstorIcally.

Preserve original roof mater.ials.
.
Avoid removing roof matenal that are ill
good condition.
It is especially important to preserve histmic
roof materials, and to replace them With
similar materials when it becomes necessary.
3) Do not cover historic roof materials.
B. Replacement roofing should convey a size
and texture similar to tliat used traditionally.
1) For example, corrugated metal should have
a profile similar to that seen historically.
Crimped, standing seam metal, that is out
of character.
2) Roof materials that will be visible from a
public way should have a matte, non-reflective finish.
3) Composition shingles may be considered
for residential structures, if they are colored
in earth tones.
4) The edges of a metal roof should be finished
similar to that seen traditionally.

Replacement rooling should convey a. size and texi11l"c similar to

those used traditionally. IE some of tile existing material is reusable
;1 should be reinsfalled.

The composition of tbe hanging valance's fabric SilOuld be similar to

tbose seen historically.

5. Hanging Valance
Ahanging valance is a vertical cloth that is provided at the edge of a canopy. It is typicaIly
made of canvas and provides shade to the storefront. It may be rolled up during non-glare
hours. Valances are apparent in early photographs of Lahaina. They are also used today on
commercial storefronts. The valences of today
should convey characteristics similar to those
seen traditionaIIy.
A. Replacement fabric should convey a size
and texture similar to that used traditionally.
1) Solid colored cloth fabric is appropriate
wJ::tereas patterned cloth fabrics are inappropnate.
2) Any materials other than cloth fabric is inappropriate. Canvas is preferred.
Reiliell"ell1lce",
tJJ>

A~so consult 17ze US. Depnrbnent 0/ the Inferior, National Park Seroice, Culturnl Resources, Heritage Preserootion Ser-

vices. Preservation Briifs 4, Roofingfor Histone BUIldings.
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CHAPTERS
IDce§ign GruiJceliince§ 1f((})Jr JInJiwiJuc&li
BruiRJrng C((})n:np((})ncen~

Introd.udion
This chapter presents design guidelines for the
treatment of individual building components
that make up the exterior of an historic structure. Building components are generally made
up of several jJarts, but function together as one
efement. Building foundations, storefronts and
canopies are examples.

Topics Discussed in this
Cha.pter:
1. Building Foundation
2. Roofs
•
:
• 3. Canopies and Hanging Valances
4. Porches, Balconies, Verandas, and Lanais •
5. Commercial Storefronts
.6. Windows & Doors
7. Cornices
-L

1. Builcling F ound.a.tions
The character of the foundation of an historic
resource is essential to the stability and integrity of a building. Sometimes well-meaning actions can result in foundation damage, but lack
of maintenance is probably the biggest problem. Water and termites are among ilie destructive agents that foundations face. Buildings located on the makai side of Front Street, for example, may be more vulnerable to water impacts, while wood supports for residential structures may be more susceptible to termites.
Many foundations from the Pre-contact Era in
Lahaina were made of lava rock. The early
Polynesians piled together this material to create platforms for the pili grass huts from that
period. Later foundations were made from coral
block, lava rock, river rock and concrete. Along
the makai side concrete piers with a timber
frame are also apparent.

:

.....................................

Concrete piers wit1l a timber frame are apparent- along the makai
side of Front Street

To the extent feasible, original foundations
sh,?ul.d be preserved, especiiilly on a landmark
bmldmg. When a replacement is necessary, a
new foundation should be consistent with the
original.

lRelferences,
:: ~therl bui1:Iing components may be addressed in Chapter 6: Preservation of Architectural Features.
or a terations to non-historic buildings and for new construction, see Chapter 12.

... Also consult 17te Secretory ofthe Interior's Standards for the Rehabilitation ofHistoric BUIlding."
Q'
~lso c0!1sult VIe ~e.cre(ary ofthe lntenors Standardsfor the Treatment ofHis toni: Properties wdh Illustrated Guidelinesfor
resclVlIlg, Rehnbtlttatm~ Restorin~ and Reconstructing Histone Buifdings.
P,

for

Cmnponents

A. Preserve original foundation walls and
related structural elements.
1) Replace only those portions that are deteriorated beyond repair. Any replacement
materials should match the original in color,
texture, size and finish.
B. When replacing a foundation, design it to

Many of tile huildings along Front street have Oat roofs, althougb

in some cases gable, slled or clipped gable roofs may occur behind a
!alse front.

be compatible with that seen on similar historic buildings.
1) The form, materials and detailing of a foundation should be similar to the original. For
a masonry foundation, match the mortar in
strength, detail, composition and color.
2) Replacement foundations should not increase the height of the structure to the degree that the historic character or alignment
of building fronts are comprornisea.
3) In some cases, replacing the existing material is not an option. For example, coral
block foundations are not legal today. In this
case the best replication of this material
should be sought.

2. Roofs

Steeply pitcbed gable roofs are inappropriate on commercial
buildings; these primarily occurred on residential and secular

building types.

The character of the roof is a major feature for
many of the historic structures in Lahaina. The
roof pitch, its materials, size and orientation are
all distinct features that contribute to the significance of the building. Typical residential roof
shapes are clipped gaoled, gable and hip. Hip
roofs are the most frequent. Most commercial
buildings have gently sloping, almost flat, roofs,
but some have gable and shed roofs behind false
fronts. This diversity of roof forms is a part of
the character of the historic district and there'fore the character of each individual roof type
should be preserved.
A. Preserve the original form and detailing
of the roof of an historic structure.
1) Avoid altering the angle of the roof.
2) Preserve decorative roof accessories such as
cresting, ridge caps and finials.

Slladows created hy traditional overhangs contribute lo 'One\;
pel"C:epti'On ofa bwldnlg\; llisioric scale and therefore tilese
overhangs should he pmserved.

B. Preserve the original eave depth.
1) Shadows created by traditional overhangs
contribute to one's perception of a building's
historic scale and therefore these overhangs
should be preserved.
2) Cutting back roof rafters and soffits or in
other ways altering the traditional roof overhang is inappropriate.
3) Boxing in exposed roof rafters is inappropriate.

C. Preserve an historic roof by regular maintenance and cleaning.
1) Inspect the roof for breaks, or holes in the
surface, and check the flashing for open
seams.
2) Watch for signs of accumulated dirt and retained moisture which can lead to damage
to the roof itself, as well as gutters or downspouts.

D. ~f a portion of the h!st.oric. roofing material IS damaged, replace It m-kmd.
1) Avoid removing historic roofing materials
that are in good- condition.
2) If replacing some roofing is necessary, match
the color, material and pattern of the original as closely as possible.

the back. Furtber l'esearch would need to be done to confirm tlus.
IE this is the case the onginal roof fonn SbOlJd be pl'eserved.

E. For an entirely new replacement, the roof
material should appear similar to that used
historically.
1) See also the guidelines for roof materials in
the previous chapter.
F. Minimize the visual impacts of skylights

and other rooftop devices.
1) Locating a skylight on a front roof plane
should be avoided.
2) Skylights should not be installed in a manner that will interrupt the plane of the historic roof.
3) Flat skylights that are flush with the roof
plane may be considered on the rear and
sides of the roof. Bubbled or domed skylights are not appropriate.

3. Canopies and. Hanging
Valances

response to movement of tile SWl.

During the Plantation Period, canopies were
noteworthy features on Front Street and their
continued use is encouraged. There were several types of canopies seen historically. The most
common of these is a simple shed roof, which
is supported by wood brackets or chains. The
roofing materials itself is corrugated metal.
A vertical hanging valance that is mounted at
the edge of the canopy, that can be raised and
lowered during the day in response to movement of the sun is also typical. These valances
are used on the mauka side of Front Street.

DesigJl IGujdellnes for Jfuclivnd,'uaJI lBuuiM_ing Co:mponenfs
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A. Preserve a canopy when it is intact.
1) A corrugated metal canopy is appropriate
in many historic style buildings in Lahaina.
B. If a canopy is altered, consider restoring it
to the original design.
1) Historic photographs of Lahaina should be
used when determining the original character of a canopy design.
2) If evidence of the original design is missing, use a simplified interpretation of similar canopies.

canopy on

the main storefront and an upper l1ansom. Compare with the next

C. Where an original canopy is missing, reconstruct it to match the original design.
1) The design should be substantiated by
physical or pictorial evidence to avoid creating a misrepresentation of the building's
genuine heritage.

D. Where an original canopy is missing, and
no evidence of its character exists, an alternative design is appropriate.
1) An alternative canopy design should continue to convey the characteristics of typical canopies seen on buildings in the area.
2) Design of a new canopy should be compatible with the character of the structure.
3) A canopy should reflect the dimensions of
the facade width.

photo below.

E. A hanging valance shall be used in a manner similar to those seen historically.
1) A hanging valance may be used at the edge
of a canopy on commercial buildings.
appear
similar to that used historically. The image above silOWS the same

building in ti,e 19405. W],iJe the repiacement is divided into
segments tilat match the window widths, it still conveys tbe general
character of the historic version, and is an a.ppropriate
interpretation.

A vertical hanging valance may he used at tbe edge ofa canopy on
commercial buildings. Althougb the valence is appmpriate llere,
the building malen'als are not.

ReJFerell1lce,,,
tW
Il'F

More information regarding the treatment of cornices and ornamentation can be found in Chapter 6: Preservation
of Architectural Fea tures.
Also consult 17le US. Department of the Infenor, National Park Seroice; Cultural Resources, Heritage Preseroation Services. Preservation Bn'ejs 11, Rehabiltfah'ng historic Sforefivnfs.
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4. Lanais, Balconies,
Veranelas anel Porches
Porches, balconies, verandas and lanais are
found on many residential structures and some
commercial buildings. They differ in height,
scale location, materials and detail. Some are
simple one-story structures, while others may
be two stories in height. Some are modest, whlle
others are complex with elaborate details.
These components often correspond to the archltectural styles of the buildings, whlch should
be considered before any major rehabilitation
work is begun. Historic porches should be preserved and they should receive sensitive treatment during exterior rehabilitation.
A. Preserve an original porch or balcony.
1) Replace missing porch posts and railings
where necessary, with wood ones (unless a
different material is documented as being a
part of the hlstoric character).
2) Match the original proportions and the
spacing of balusters in the railing. In some
cases tills may not be achievable because of
building code limitations, althoughflexibility is available for historic buildings in thls
respect. In thls case, a solution snould be
worked out with the building official and
the cultural commission to find the best solution that retains the historic integrity and
meets life and safety concerns.
B. Maintain the open, transparent character

of a porch or balcony.
1) While keeping a porch open is preferred, in
some cases, a porch may be enclosed if it
retains its transparent character. Glass
should be used to enclose the space, and it
should be detailed in a manner that retains
the historic sense of openness.
2) Enclosing a porch with 0faque materials
that destroy the sense 0 openness and
transparency is inappropriate.
3) If an existing porch is presently enclosed
fron: an earlier alteration, consider reopenmglt.
C. If a porch or balcony is missing, consider
reconstructing it to match the form and detail
of the original.
Use materials similar to the original.
2 Avoid adding decorative elements that are
not known to have been used on that particular building style.

II
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Maintain tAe open, transparent cAaracter of a balcony_

4

4

5. Conunercial Storefronts
Commercial buildings typically have a clearly
defined primary entrance and relatively large
areas of glass that display goods and services
offered inside. The repetition of these standard
elements creates a visual unity on the street that
should be maintained.
All storefront components should be preserved.
Glass display windows are typically supported
on a bulkhead, or kickplate. In many cases, a
second, horizontal band of glass, or transom, is
mounted above the main display window. In
some cases a second transom may exist.
A. Preserve the historic character of a storefront, when it is intact.
1) All renovations should preserve these character defining elements:
• Display windows
• Transoms
• Kickplate
• Entry
• Upperstory windows
• Cornice molding
.' -i'
B. If a storefront is altered, restoring it to the
original design is encouraged.
1) Historic photographs of Lahaina should be
used when determining the original character of a storefront design. For most commercial buildings, photographs from the
Plantation Period should serve as the reference.
2) If evidence of the original design is missing
on a contributing building, use a simplified
interpretation of a similar storefront style.
C. Where an original storefront is missing, reconstruct it to match the original design.
1) The design should be substantiated by
physical or pictorial evidence to avoid creating a misrepresentation of the building's
genuine heritage.

If a storefront is akerecl restoring it to the original design is
encouraged HeJ:e, tile original transom appears to he covered.

D. Where an original storefront is missing,
and no evidence of its character exists, a simplified design similar to those used traditionally is appropriate.
1) An alternative storefront design should continue to convey the characteristics of typical storefronts, including the transparent
character of the display window, transom,
primary entrance, kickplate and cornice.

Design Gu].rleilines foJ' Individual Building Components
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Kicl~plates

E Retain the kickplate as a decorative panel.
1) The kickplate, located below the display
window, adds interesting detail to the streetscape and should be preserved.
2) If the original kickplate is covered with another material, consider exposing the original design.
F. If the original kickplate is missing, develop a sympathetic replacement design.
1) Wood is an appropriate material for replacements on most styles. An alternate material
may be appropriate if historic evidence substantiates a cfiange.
2) The use of highly ornate designs is inappropriate.
PilOiogmpi15 by Naoki Kutsunai.

Priu1lu:y Entries
The majority of the primary entrances on commercial buildings are located at the sidewalk
edge. Many entrances were set flush with the
primary building wall. In these cases, doors often were accordion types, which folded out of
the way to provide access to the interior. In other
cases the entrance was recessed, which provided a shaded area that helps to define doorways and to provide shelter to pedestrians.
Doors in these locations also could open outward without obstructing sidewalk traffic.
These commercial entrance openings were also
topped with transom windows that extend the
vertical emphasis of these openings. These features of traditional commercial storefront entries should be preserved.

The primary entry on a residential building was
different. It typically was sheltered by a porch,
and was set back from the sidewalk, with a walk
that led to it. This relationship should be preserved on residential-type buildings, including
those that may be adapted to new uses.
A. Maintain the primary entry of an historic
structure.
1) The primary entry is typically flush with the
rest of the commercial storefront. These entries are often left open during the daytime
hours, inviting pecfestrians inside ana creating a rhytlu:ii of shadows along the street.
2) In a few cases, the original design had a rec~sse~ entry: Where an entry was recessed
histoncally, It should remain so.
3) For residential-type structures, maintain the
character of an entry defined by an open
porch.

TIn's sen'es DEphotos from a. similar viewpoint show the clwnges
HUJt have occurred over time to

this row ofbuildings. Altbough the

primary building remains untouched, changes have occurred in tbe
composition of the storefront. Tlus includes the division of
storefront gJass and the location ofprimary entries. Altbough the

overall building form remains Wlcbanged, several of tbe building
storefronts are inappropriately altered. Therefore, tbis building gets

.,/ andX
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B. Restore a primary historic entrance if it has
been altered.
1) In some cases these openings have been altered. Restore the historic opening if feasible.
C. Thresholds of the primary entrance should
be simple.
1) Concrete or tile are appropriate.
2) The threshold material should not extend
beyond the building face if material is other
than an unaltered orushed concrete.
Preserve the functional and decorative features of original windows,
doors and transoms. The numiJer of subdivisions in lhese doors is
inappropriate to the building style. In this case, one sbould consider
restoring tile original suhcb.'¥isions as well as the transom gJass.

6. WindoW's & Doors
Windows and doors are important characterdefining features of historic structures. They
give scale to a building and provide visual interest to the composition of individual facades.
Distinct window and door designs, in fact, help
define many historic building styles. Because
window and door designs so significantly affect the character of an historic structure, their
treatment is a very important consideration.
,-

Simple raised wood paneJ doors were typical on
second story door openings,

-;./

The scale and proportion of each window and
door is very important, as well as the number
of "lights," or panes, into which glass is divided.
The aesign of surrounding winaow casings, the
depth and profile of window sash elements and
the materials of which they were constructed
are also important features. These vary by building period and style and these differences
should be maintained when considering replacing doors and windows.
The manner in which windows and doors are
combined or arranged on a building face also
may be distinctly associated with a specific
building style. All of these features are examples
of elements in historic window and door designs that should be preserved.
A. Preserve the functional and decorative features of original windows and doors.
1) Repair frames and sashes by patching, splicing or reinforcing.
2) Avoid the removal of historic windows and
sash.
3) If replacement is necessary, do so with a
similar design, to match the original.

..fVterations ofopenings on side and rear elevations
may be considered on contributing properties,

B. Avoid changing the position of historic
openings.
1) Altering openings on a landmark structure
is inappropriate.

R",fuJr'ell1lces,
Il.W

Also consult The US. Department 0/tlte lnfenol; Naflonal Park SelVict; Cultural Resources, Hen'tage PreseroaHon Ser-

vices. PreselVaHon Bn¢ 9, The Repair ofHistoric Wood WindollJs,
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2) Altering or adding a new opening on the
primary facade of a contributing Duilding
(usually the one facing the street) is also inappropriate.
.
.
3) Alterations of operungs on sIde and rear elevations may be considered on contributing properties where the change would not
significantly alter the historic character.
C. Maintain original window and door proportions.
1) Altering the original size and sha12e ?f an
opening on a landmark structure IS mappropriate.
2) Altering the size and shape of an historic
opening on a primary facade of a contributing building also is inappropriate.

D. Restoring an original opening which has
been altered over time is encouraged.
1) Consider reconstructing windows and
doors that no longer exist in a primary facade.
2) Such reconstruction should occur only if it
can be substantiated by physical or pictorial evidence.
E. Maintain the historic subdivisions of window lights.
1) If a window must be replaced, the divisions
should match those of the specific building
type or style.
2) Over time many of the storefront windows
in Lahaina were replaced with divided
panes; in several cases the number of subdivisions were inappropriate to the building style. In these cases, consider restoring
the original subdivisions.
3) When windows are divided into separate
panes, true divided lights must be used.
Replacin~ true divided-lights with snap-in
muntins IS also inappropriate.

No!

o

~
original opening
original opening I
blocked down
preserved
Maintain original window and door pmpOltions.

F. Maintain the historic ratio of window
0renings to solid wall.
1 Sigriificantly increasing the amount of glass
will negatively affect Hie integrity of a structure. It is inappropriate on landmark properties and orily may be considered on secondary facades of contributing properties.

G. When replacing a window or door is necessary, match the original design as closely as
pOSSIble.
1) Preserve the original casing, and use it with
the replacement.

<
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building (usually tile one iaciJ.lg the street) is inappropriate.
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2) Use the same material (wood) as that used
historically.
3) Vinyl clad and aluminum windows are inappropriate.
4) Glass in a window or door should be clear.
Any type of tinting is inappropriate.
H. A new window or door may be considered
on a secondary facade only.
1) A new opening should be similar in location, size and type to those seen traditionally.
2) Wmdows should be simple in shape, arrangement and detail.
Use door styles that were found on the traditional Front Street storefronts.
1) These include: accordion doors, paneled
doors, and wood doors with half and three
quarter glass.
2) Over time many of the doors in Lahaina
were replaced. In several cases the number
of subdivisions included in the door glass
was inappropriate to the build.ing style as
well as the number of door-panels. In these
cases, consider restoring the original door
composition.
I.

J.

to those used traditionally.

Windows and doors should be finished
with trim elements similar to those used traditionally.
1) This trim should have a dimension similar
to that used historically.
2) In most cases the trim detail is simple in
design.

I
I
I
I
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7. Cornices
Cornices are projecting ornamental moldings at
the upper portion of a building wall or storefront. They are most apparent on late 19th century commercial structures, when several ornate, bracketed types were used. Mid-20th century buildings were, as a rule, less decorated
and had simpler ornamentation. In each case
the character of the cornice is an important feature that should be preserved.
The cbarader of tile cornice is an important feaiure that sbould be
preserved.

A. Preserve an original cornice.
1) See Chapter 6 for preservation procedures.
B. Reconstruct a missing cornice when historic evidence is available.
1) Replacement elements should match the
original details, especially in overall size
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8. Storefront Sketches
These storefront sketches were developed from a number of historic photographs from the 1930s
and 1940s. They show the storefront components as they most likely appeared. Review these images to understand the compositi?n.of t):1.~ different storefront components. Although each storefront is different there are many snrularlties.

One-story commercial storefront

with neo-classical detailing.
Building components include
horizontal canopy, fi"ed transom,

fuJJ glazed doors
and JeickpJ.te. Asymmetrical

slnreEmnt glass,

composition.

One-story commercial vernacular

storefront. Building components
include sloped canopy, fixed

transom, storefront glass, fuJJ glazed

doors and kickpl.te. Asymmetrical
composii:J."on.

One-and -a-llalf-slory commercial storefront witb neo-classical detailing. Building

One-story commercial vernacular storefront. Building

components include borizontal canopy, operable transom, storefront gla;s,

components include sloped canopy, fi"cd transom,

removablo panel doors, kJE glazed doors and kichplal'e. Asymmetrical

storefront glass, removable panel doors ilnd kichplate.

composition.

Symmetrical composition.

Two~story conunercial vernacular storefront. Building components include ilODzontai and sloping c:mopy, balcony, operable transoms,
storefront glass, full glazed doors, wood panel doors, dOuble-llUng windows, and kickplate. Symmetrical composition. , __ il'

Twa-story commercial stOl'eb:ont witll italianate detailing. Building components include ilOxizontaJ and sloping canopy, balcony, transoms
above doors, storefront gJa..."S1 removable panel doors, wood panel doors, double-bung windows and kickpJal'e. Asymmem'cal composition.
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CHAPTER 9
Design GuiJeJlrnes f«J)JI" AJca1]p>ll-ive
Reuse
Introduction.
Continuing the use for which a building was
created is desirable, because it helps to convey
its historic significance more clearly. There are
times when new uses must be introduced in
order to keep the building in active service. This
"adaptive reuse" is a good preservation strategy, but it should be approached in a manner
that preserves the key features of the property.
An example is, changing a house from residential to commercial use.
When adapting an historic structure to a new
use, all of the other standards and guidelines
for treatment of historic properties continue to
apply. This chapter provides special direction
on how those preservation principles relate
when changing uses.
Be aware that a change in use may trigger compliance with other building and fire codes that
could affect the historic character of a property.
For example, changing a house to a commercial use may require fire separations that need
special care in order to preserve the historic
character. In a similar manner, complying with
accessibility laws may require some changes.
In such situations, seek alternative desi~ solutions that will minimize the loss of historic
building fabric and will avoid altering the historic character of the property.
A. When adapting an historic structure to a
new use, respect its historic character.
1) For example, when converting a residence
to commercial use, maintain the overall residential character of the property.

When adapting an llistoric structure to a new use, respect its historic

cbaracter.

2) This includes preservation of the key features of the building itself, as well as landscape and site design elements. The roof
form, arrangement of porches, doors and
. windows are examples of key features to be
respected.
B. Seek a use that is compatible with the his-

toric character of the property.
1) A use that is closely related to the original
is preferred. As an example, converting a
residence to professional offices is relatively
easy because exterior features can be maintained and even the interior floor plan is
usually adaptable to an office layout.
2) A use that preserves the historic site design
is also preferred. This may include the character of a front yard that is associated with
an historic house.

Referell:llces,
Other bUil?ing components may be addressed in Chapter 6: Preservation of Architectural Features.
For alterations to non-historic buildings and for new construction, see Chapter 12.
... Also consult The Secretary ofthe Intelior's Standardsfor the Rehabilitation ojHistolic BuI1dinft.s
w Also co?Sult The Secretnrydfilte [nlenor's" Standardsfor the TrenbnentofHistoric Properb'es wIlh Illustrated Guidelinesfor
Prest!romg, Rehabilitating, Restoring, and Reconstructing Historic Bui[dings.
~ A~so consult The US. Department ofthe Interior, National Pari Seroice, Cultural Resources, Heritage Preseroanoft SerVIces. Preseroanon Briefs 32/ Making Histone ProperHes Accessible.
c:;;r

Il?
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C. Minimize the impacts of complying with

fire separation requirements.
1) Seek alternative measures for complying
that would preserve historic siding and
structural systems. For example, consider
using an external fire sprinkling system
rather than replacing historic wood siding.

Design a.ccessibility improvements in a ma.nner that will preserve the
historic cllaracl"er o{tbe property. Fore;-::a.mple, locating aramp to tIle
side may be acceptable {or an fuston'c resource.

••
•
I

I

I

D. Design accessibility improvements in a
manner that will preserve the historic character of the property.
1) Locate an access ramp, for example, in a way
that preserves key features.
2) A ramp may be positioned along the side of
a building in some cases.

I

E. Maintain the historic orientation of the
building to the street.
1) For example, preserve the character of a
front yard with a walkway and stairs that
lead to a front porch.

I
I

E When adapting historic landscapes and
yards to new uses, also maintain the historic
character.

,_ -;:/

1) Preserve the general character of a modest,
informal front yard with a walkway, for example, rather than creating an overly deco__ _
rative courtyard.
2) Develop a lighting design that is compatible with the rustoric character as well.
G. Minimize the visual impacts of parking areas.
1) Parking in a front yard is inappropriate.

I
I
I
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CHAPTER 10

Introduction.
This chapter presents design pc:~cies and SUid~
lines for the treatment or addItions to histonc
properties, including existing additions, as well
as the design of new c:nes. Co~~tructing a~di
tions is part of the deSIgn tradItion of Liihama,
even from its earliest fustory. These often reflected needs for additional space or a change
in use.

.....................................
Topics Discussed in
Chapter:
1. Existing Additions
2. New Additions
3. Roof Additions

this

.....................................
, _ _ ;.J'

An early addition typically used forms and materials !:hat were similar to the main building
and it remained subordinate in scale and character. The height of the addition was usually
positioned below that of the main structure and
It was often located to the side or rear, such that
the primary facade remained predominate. This
tradition of adding on to buildings is anticipated
to continue and tnese early principles should
be continued.

1. Existing Addition.s
An early addition to a building may be evidence
of the history of the structure. This may have
developed significance in its own right, and
should be respected.

A small addition on tile makai side oEtins building Aasacluevedillstoric
signilicance in its own rigbt and should be preserved.

A. Preserve an older addition that has
achieved historic significance in its own
right.
1) For example, a porch or an additional wing
may have been added to the original build~
ing early in its history. Such an addition is
usually similar in character to the original
building in terms of materials, finishes and
deSign.

ReifelPellJl<Jes,

"'" Also consult The Secretary of the Interior's Standards for the Rehabilitation ofHistoric Buildings,
Standards 9 and 10.
"'" Also consult The U.S. Department ofthe Interior, National Park Service, Cultural Resources, Heritgge Pres~rvation Services. Preservation Bri¢; 14, New Exterior Additions to Historic Buildings:

D~8tg~~fl~~;~;eft:;1-~,rctiifions
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B. A more recent addition that is not historically significant may be removed.
1) For example, a new room may have replaced a front porch within the last several
aecades. Such an addition has not achieved
historic significance, and removing and restoring the original facade is preferred.

2. New- Ad.difions

An addition should be visually subordinate to the mmn building.

When planning an addition consider the effect
it will have on the historic building itself. The
new work should be recognized as a product
of its own time and yet it should be visually
compatible with the original, and the loss of the
historic fabric should be minimized as well. A
design for a new addition that would create an
appearance inconsistent with the historic character of the building is inappropriate.
New additions that occur on the ocean side
should respect the historic integrity of that facade. It is as equally important as the facade
that faces the pnmary street. Therefore proposals to alter this facade will takeJrtto consideration the significance of the existing makai side
design ana how any alteration would affect
one's perception of its character.

A. Design an addition such that it will not
obscure, alter or destroy the character of
the original building.
A small ~COlmector~linking tbe Aiston·chuilding and the addition may
he considered.

1) An addition that seeks to imply an earlier
or later period than that of tIie building is
inappro:priate.
2) An addItion that conveys an inaccurate
variation on the historic style is inappropriate. For example, introducing very ornate
"Victorian" details is inappropriate on the
simple buildings of Lahaina.
3) An addition should not obscure or damage
character-defining features (such as windows, doors, porches, brackets or rooflines).

B. An addition should be visually subordinate to the main building.
1) An addition should respect the proportions,

massing and siting of the historic building.
2) The form and detailing of an addition
should be compatible with the historic
building. Simpler details on an addition can
help distinguIsh it from the original structure.
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3) Set an addition back from the primary facade in order to allow the original proportions, form and overall.
character
. of the historic building to remam promInent.
4) If an addition would be taller than the main
building, set it back substantially from primary character-defining facades.
5) A small "connector" lmking the historic
building and the addition may be considered.

C. A substantial addition should be distinguishable from the historic building so
it can be understood as a more recent
change.
'"
.

1) This can be accomplIshed wIth a Jog m the
wall planes, or by using a cornerboard to
define the connection, or a subtle change in
material or a subtle differentiation between
historic and more current styles.

In most cases, additions tilat occur on tile makai side DE Front Street
should step down to the makai. Also, they cannot extend over the
e;.asting foundation.

D. The materials of an addition should be
compatible with those of the primary
structure.

1) Matching the historic material is an appropriate approach, although new materials
also may be considered.

E. Windows in an addition that are visible from the public way should be compatible with tliose of the historic structure.

3. Roof Ad.ditions
A raised roof addition should be designed in a
manner that minimizes damage to historic
building fabric, does not alter the perceived
character from the street and is in keeping with
the original structure.

L

EXiStin:g~~~i;ili~::::::~~:

Street

Makai

Appropriate: 11m makai side addition steps down from tbe e.-.dsting
facade.

A. A roof addition should be in character
with the style of the primary structure.
1) The size of a roof addition, should be kept
to a minimum and should be set back from
the primary facade a minimum of 10 feet so
that the original roof line and form is perceived from the street.
2) Gable and hip roof dormers are inappropriate since they do not playa role in Lahaina's
architectural history.
3) The ridge line of a new addition should not
exceed those seen traditionally.

L

Street

Existing

foundati~'o~n~::::::::Ii-.J""~
Makai

Appropriate: The second story building addition shown in gray steps

back from the street front facade. T11e mahai side addition sl-epsdolVD
from the e.Yisting facade.
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CHAPTER JLJL
De§ign GuiJeliine§ f({})]J:"
Site JEliemment§

Introd.uction
This chapter presents design guidelines for the
treatment of site features and other site-related
topics. These guidelines promote design that
would be compatible with historic landscape
traditions, while also accommodating changing
uses and needs. Many of the design principles
set forth in this chapter also address the buffering of incompatible or visually obtrusive features such as service areas and mechanical
equipment.

Topics Discussed in this

Chapter:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Views
Landscape & Plant Materials
Site Walls
Fences
Service Areas
Utilities
Accessibility

.....................................

1. VieW's
Projects adjacent to Front Street should allow
views through to the makai and the West Maui
Mountains.

A. Position buildings and features on the
site in ways that protect, enhance and
highlight views to natural resources.

II
2

Maintain view corridors through the site.
Protect views along the shoreline.

2. Landscaping & Plant
Materials

Preserve historic landscape features SUell as tbe Banyan Tree in the

Courthouse courtyard. Photogmpb by Naoki KutSlI1lai.

Plant material in Lahaina has traditionally provided food, fuel, shelter, color and fragrance.
Today plant materials provide these and other
site design qualities. These include streetscape
enhancements that soften and add scale to the
pedestrian experience. They also provide buffers to parking and other areas.
Ne~ l.andscape designs should be keeping with
tradItional landscapes, while accommodating
current needs. They also should not impede
one's ability to interpret the historic character
of a historic structure or of the Resource Area.

Design 'Guidelines fol' Site ]Features
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A. Preserve historic landscape features.
1) Existing, native landscaping should be incorporated into the final landscape. For example, mature trees, such as the monkeypod tree at the Lahaina broiler and the Banyan Tree at the Courthouse, are to be preserved.
B. In new landscape designs, use plant
materials that are compatible with the historic context of Lahaina.
1) Use plant materials in quantities and sizes
that will fit within the space provided.
2) Consider growth, color and time of flower
and fruit, fragrance, leaf shedding, wind
resistance, texture and shade when selecting plant materials. (See Maui County PlantingPlan)
3) Placement of plant materials should be used
to establish a balanced relationship to buildings on and off site.

Preserve bislnric landscape features.

C. When plant materials are used for
screening they should be designed to function to tliat effect.
1) When installed, these materiars should be
of a sufficient size and number to accomplish a screening effect.
2) Planting screens should include trees and
shrubs..
3) Plants should separate parking areas from
buildings, walkways and rights-of-way.

3. Site Walls
Site walls are stone, lava rock and coral block
walls that are found throughout the district that
are independent of the building on site. They
are used to enclose space, define property, retain the shoreline and line ditches. Many of
these have historic significance and should be
preserved.
A. Preserve an original site wall.
1) Replace only those portions that are deteriorated beyond repair. Any replacement
materials should match the original in color,
texture, size and finish.
2) Do not introduce mortar into dry-stack wall.
3) Painting an historic stone wall, or covering
it with stucco or other cementatious coatings, is not appropriate.

JD>esign Gui:rleHnes for Site Features
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B. Maintain th~ historic height, form and
detailing of a sIte wall.

1) Increasing the ~e.ight of a ':Vall to create a
privacy screen IS mappropnate.
2) If additional screening is necessary, add
planting materials.

C For a new site wall, use materials simila~ to those seen historically.

1) Lava rock and o~er native masonry materials are appropnate.
2) Material such as polished marble and granite are inappropriate.
3) Concrete, stucco, brick and synthetic materials are inappropriate in the district as well.

D. Minimize the perceived size and scale
of a new site waIf.

1) Reflect the size and scale of a traditional site
wall that is used in a similar setting. For
example, a sea wall may be higher than a
wall used to enclose a site or briffer a parking area.
2) New site walls that do not function as sea
walls should not exceed three feet in height.

4.

Fences

A seil wall that is loca.ted along Front 8tn,e! "mbmc<'s sever.J p,Jms.
This respect for establisbed plant mal'erials is encouraged.

Wood picket fences were uncommon in historic
Lahaina, especially in the area that is defined
by the district boundaries. Fences found in the
district today are later additions and are primarily located in the residential character areas. These later additions to the landscape may
be considered. They should complement the
character of the area.

A. A fence design should appear similar
to those seen in the residentia1 area today.
1) A fence that defines a front yard is usually
low to the ground and "transparent" in nature. A fence should not exceed 42" in
height.
2) Solid," stockade" fences do not allow views
into front yards and are inappropriate.
3) A new wood fence should De painted.
4) Chain link, concrete block, unfaced concrete,
plastic, fiberglass, plywood, and mesh" construction" fences are inappropriate.

A fence that defines il front yard is usually low to the ground and
"transparent~ in nature.
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B. Fences should not be located outside
of residential areas.
1) The two residential areas are located on the
character area map at the front of this document.
2) The following two exceptions may be made:
to screen a service area on Luakini Street or
to screen a side passage on Front Street, the
later not to exceed 6 feet in length or 4 feet
in height.

5. Service .Areas
Service areas include places for loading as well
as storage for trash, recycling containers, and
landscape maintenance equipment. The visual
impacts of service areas snould be minimized.

A. Service areas should not be visible
from major pedestrian ways or the ocean.
Faint out roof top equipment to match the existing roof il this is the
only pJace it caD he located. It should have a matte finish. The
equipment on the rigM side oE tIle huilding shorJd be located on the
side or interiOl' oE the building. The downspout sflOrJd be removed
iUld reinstalled in an appropriate mil111ler.

1) Locate a service area along the rear or side
of a site, when feasible.
2) Trash areas, including large waste containers or dumpsters, should also be screened
from view. For a large storage area, consider
using a shed to enclose it (see accessory
structures) .
3) Combine service areas with those of other
properties, when feasible.

6. Utilities
Utilities that serve properties may include telephone and electrical lines, electrical transformers, ventilation systems, gas meters, air conditioners and telecommunication systems. Adequate space should be planned in a project
from the outset and they should be designed
such that their visual impacts are minimized.

A. Minimize the visual impacts of utili-

In some cases creating a screen for mecllamcal equipment overwhelms
the integrity ofabuilding by the overall size and scale ofthe encloSUl'e
shown here. Take measures Io insure this will not be the outcome of
tbe screening device that is installed. Fainting out the equipment to
matcb the roof may he a more acceptable solution il the equipment
must be located on tbe roof.

ties and service equipment.
1) Locate utilities at the rear of a property and
screen them.
2) If equipment must be located on the roof,
locate it away from the public's view.
3) Minimize the visual impacts of exhaust systems by integrating them into the building
design.
4) Any utility device or piece of service equipment should have a matte or non-reflective
finish and be integrated with the building
colors.

Reifelr'elrll.ces,
1&

1&

Also consult The US. Deparhnent 0/the lnten"OI; National Park Service, Cultural Resources, Hen"tage Preservation Services. Preservation Bn"efs 24, Heating, Ventilating, and Cooling Histone Buildings: Problems and Recommended Approaches.
Also consult The US. Deparhnent 0/the lnten"OI; National Park Service, Cultural Resources, "lfen"tage Preservation Services. Preservation Bn"efs 32, Making Histon"c Properties Accessible.
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7. AccessiLilify

The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
mandates that places of public accommodation
be accessible to all users.

A. The guidelines introduced in this

document should not prevent or inhibit
compliance with accessibility laws.
1) All new construction should comply completely with the ADA.
2) Owners of historic properties also should
comply to the fullest extent, while also preserving the integrity of the character-defining features of a building.
3) Special provisions for historic buildings exist in Federal and State accessibility laws
that allow for some alternative design solutions.
4) Consult with the State Historic Preservation
Office for more information regarding compliance or alternative design solutions for
accessibility in an historic structure.

Desigll IGuidelines folt' Site Features
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CHAPTER 12
De§igJlJl GlliJeliiJlJle§ f<O>Jr
Nevv C<O>JlJl§tLlructi<O>JlJl

This section presents design guidelines for all
new construction in the Lahaina Historic District. These guid~l~es rroyide applicants with
assistance in desIgmng infill structures that are
compatible with the existing historic buildings
within the district.
While the design guidelines .for new constr~c
tion presented on. t!,e fol~ow:ng pages provI~e
direction for specifIc desIgn Issue~, some basIc
design principles .for.m the foundatIon fOT them.
The following prmcipies apply to Lahama:
1. Respect the Design Character of the nearby
historic properties.
Don't try to make a new buiiding look older
than it is. The copying or exact duplication of
architectural styles or specific historic buildings
is also inappropriate. Often, a contemporary
interpretation of those architectural styles seen
historically will work best.

· ................................... .
Topics Discussed in this
Chapter:
1. Design Character
2. Building Setbacks
3. Building Orientation
4. Mass, Scale and Form
5. Roof Forms
6. Building Materials
7. Roof Materials
8. Historic Accessory Structures
• 9. New Accessory Structures

· ................................... .

2. Maintain the setbacks and alignments of

buildings in the surrounding context.
A new building should be set back a similar
distance from ilie street as those nearby historic
buildings and incorporate a landscaped area
that is in keeping with the area. Other alignments, such as storefront components, upper
story windows and canopies are also important
in commercial areas. The same holds true in
residential areas where similar eave and porch
heights should be considered.
~. Relate

to the scale of nearby historic buildmgs.
Anew building should relate to the general size,
shape and proportion of those buildings seen
historically. It is equally important for a new
b.uilding to u~e similar primary building matenals, at least m appearances.

IDesigll iGuideHues For New Consill'uciiOll

New inte'Preiations of traditiomJ building styles are encouraged
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1. Design Character
Traditionally, buildings in Lahaina were simple
in character. This is a fundamental characteristic that is vital to the preservation of the historic integrity of the downtown. New buildings
should be distinguishable as more recent additions to the community, albeit in a subtle way
such that the overall historic character is conveyed. Regardless of stylistic treatment, a new
building should appear simple in form and detail. Buildings also should be visually compatible with older structures without being direct
copies of them.

Tbe proportions of traditional storefront features are an important
design feature on commercial buildings. Angled recessed entries and
large primary entrances are inappropriate as SllOWll in this image.

A. Respect the sense of time and place in
all proJects.
1) 1n an new construction, one should be able
to perceive the character of the downtown
as It was historically. Do not, however, attempt to create an exact perception of a point
of time in the past.
B. New interpretations oL traditional
building styles are encourage'a
1) A new design that draws upon the fundamental similarities among historic buildings
in the district is preferred. This will allow
new structures to be seen as products of
their own time yet compatible with their historic neighbors.
2) The exact copying or replication of historic
styles is inappropriate.

2. Building Set1.acks
Maintain tbe est"f,lisbed building setback in tbe building's respective
cbaracter area. AltllOugll the setback is appropriate bere, the enclosed
balcony above is inappropriate.

The distance from the street or property line to
the front of the building should be similar to
that established within the character area. There
are two residential areas in the district; in these
areas a variety of building setbacks occur. By
contrast, most of the buildings in the commercial area align at the sidewalk edge. This contributes to a sense of visual continuity on this
portion of Front Street, and should be maintained.
A. Maintain the established building setback in the building's respective character area.
1) Locating a new residential building within
the traditional range of setbacks is appropriate.
2) Locate a new commercial building at the
sidewalk edge.

,
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structures fOWld in the distn·ct.
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3. Building Orientation
The manner in which a new building relates to
the street is an important consideration in terms
of compatibility with its context.

A. Orient the primary entrance of a building toward the street.

1) Buildings should have a clearly defined primary entrance. For example, provide an
entrance that faces the street on a commercial building, or provide a porch on a residential structure, to define its entry.
2) Entrances on the rear or sides of buildings
should clearly be secondary to those on the
front.

A. One-and-a-half-story bt.iiliding'~L-........-

with a shed roof located behind a
parapet wall

4. Mass, Scale and F or:rn
The architecture of Lahaina has been built on
simple straightforward geometric principles. A
new building's overall form should be one of
simplicity.
The mass and scale of buildings in Lahaina are
also key considerations that effect compatibility. The overall height, width and depth of the
building should reflect those of traditional
buildings in the district.

A. In a new building use forms that are
similar to those founa traditionally in the
character area.
1) The overall building form should be one
based on simple geometric forms.

B. Two-story with sloping roof and stepped
parapet

C. Two-story with flat roof steps

back

B. New construction should appear similar in mass and scale to historic structures
found in the district.
1) The overall perceived mass and scale of the
building is the combination of the height,
width and length and essentially equals its
perceived volume.
2) An. abr~pt. ch;;mse in scale .within the histonc dIstrIct IS mappropnate, especially
where a new larger structure would directly
abut a smaller historic building.

D. One-story building with a gable
roof located behind a parapet wall

C. A facade should appear similar in di-

mension to those seen traditionally in the
district.
1) Typically, a residential building front ranges
from 16 to 24 feet in width. Additional
widths were accomplished with a setback
or change in building plane.
2) Commercial buildings typically had building fronts ranging from 30 to 50 feet in
width.

E. Two-story with flat roof
These sketcbes show a cross-section of traditional plantation era

commercialbuildings. New commercialbuildings sllould use fOnDS
tLat are similar to those found traditionally.
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D. Buildings should appear similar in
height to those found traditionally in the
character area.
1) Buildings should not exceed two stories in
height.
2) Floor to floor heights should appear to be
similar to those seen traditionally. In particular, the first floor windows on conunercial buildings should appear similar in
height to those seen on Front Street to maintain the alignment of storefronts along the
street.

5. Roof F orrns
Simple roof shapes were the predominant form
found throughout Lahaina.
Use mal"eria/s l"bal" appear to be the same as those seen iusl"oricaliy•

A. Use traditional roof forms.
1) Pitched gable, hip and dickey roofs are acceptable in residential contexts. These typically did not exceed a 6/12 pitch.
2) Non-traditional roof forms are inappropriate. For example, mansard, A-frames and
octagonal roofs are unacceptaI,le in the district.
3) Flat roof lines are appropriate on conunercial structures.
-- 4) Shallow gable and shed roofs concealed by··
a parapet are also appropriate on conunercial buildings.

6. Building Ma.terials
New buildings should reinforce the pedestrianoriented character of Lahaina by conveying a
sense of human scale. This can be achieved by
using traditional building materials, such as
doors, windows and wood siding. The type of
materials used should be selected from those
used historically in the district. If a new material is selected It should have a simple finish,
similar to those seen traditionally.
A. Use materials that a1?pear to be the
same as those seen historically
1) Appropriate exterior materials for primary
residential buildings include horizontal
wood lap siding, vertical tongue-andgroove, board-and-batten, and stucco.
2) Appropriate materials for primary conunercialbuildings include vertical tongue-andgroove and precast concrete.
3) Reflective materials, such as mirrored glass
or polished metals, are inappropriate.
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4) Rustic shakes are inappropriate. Wood
shingles. may .beysed in the gable ends in
residential bUIldmg types.
5) Lumber dimensions of siding should be
similar to that found traditionally.
B. Newer, synthetic mate.ria!s m!lY be considered, if they appear sundar m character and detailmg to traditional building
materials.
1) New materials must have a demonstrated
durability in this climate and have the ability to be repaired under reasonable conditions.
2) Details of synthetic siding should match that
of traditional wood siding. The dimensions
of synthetic siding should be similar to that
of historic wood siding. T-ll is an inappropriate materiaL Hardi-plank may be an acceptable alternative.
3) In any case, physical samples of any synthetic materials may be required, and tneir
use will be approved on a case-by-case basis.

7. Roof Ma.teria.ls
A variety of roof materials exist in the district
today. Roof materials are major elements in the
street scene and contribute to the character of
individual building styles. Roof materials for
new buildings should De used in a manner similar to that seen traditionally in the district.
A. Roof materials on new buildings
should appear similar to those used traditionally.
1) Composite shingles in muted colors are appropriate.
2) Sawn wood shingles are appropriate on residential buildings. Rustic wood shakes are
inappropriate.
3) Rolled roofing is appropriate on commercial roofs.
B. If they are to be used, metal roofs
should be applied and detailed in a manner that does not distract from the historic
arpearance of the building.
1 C~rrugated metal roof materials are approprIate on commercial and residential Duilding types. They should have a matte, nonreflective finish.
2) Standing seam metal roofs are inappropriate.

Design ,Quid.elines For New Construction

Corrugated metal roof materials are approprial"e on commercial and

residential buJding types. They should have it matte, non-reflective

finish.

8. Historic Accessory
Structures
Accessory structures are a part of the design traditions of residential and commercial buildings
in Lahaina. These buildings were typically located at the rear of the property. On commercial buildings that faced-Pront Street they were
located on the mauka side and at the back of
the building and were not viewed from the pedestrianright-of-way. In residential areas, these
appeared at the back and side of the lot.

A. If an existing accessory structure has
historic significance, then Its preservation
is encouraged.
1) When treating an historic accessory building, respect its character-defining features
such as its primary facade and roof materials, roof form, windows, doors and architectural details.
2) Avoid moving an historic accessory structure from its original location.
In general, acceSSOlY structures shouldhe unohb.l1sive andnotcompete
visually with tile primary huilding on site.

9. NeW" Accessory
Structures

.--i'

A new accessory structure should be subordinate to the primary structure on site and located
similar to those seen traditionally in the district.
Today a variety of accessory buildings are appearing at the sidewalk edge in the commercial
area. These detract from the historic integrity
of the commercial buildings along Front Street.
They interrupt pedestrian flow and are not in
character with traditional buildings in the district.

A. Locate an accessory structure to the rear
of a lot when feasible.
1) Locating an accessory structure to the side
or front of a primary structure may also be
considered. Although they shouId be set
back 10' from the public sidewalk.

,.
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B.. Construct an ~ccessory structure .that is
subordinate in SIze and character wIth the
primary building.

1) In general, accessory structure~ should .be
unobtrusive and not compete vIsually WIth
the primary building on site. While the roC?f
line does not have to match that of the pnmary building, it is best that it not vary significantly.
2) An accessory structure should remain subordinate, in terms of mass, size and height,
to the primary structure.
C. An accessory structure should be similar in character to those seen traditionally.

1) Basic rectangular forms, with hip, gable or
shed roofs, are appropriate.
2) Octagons, A frames or other unusual shapes
are inappropriate.

D. Maintain the traditional range of
building materials seen on accessory structures.

1) Appropriate siding materials for accessory
buildings include: vertical tongue and
groove, board and batten or lap SIding.
2) These structures should be utilitarian in appearance. The use of muted, natural colors
and finishes is particularly encouraged. (See
the color section)
E. Maintain the simple detailing found
on accessory structures.
1)

9~nate detai~ing

IS mappropnate.

on an accessory structure

~DesigJl (Guidelines lFor New Constru.ction
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Alignment. The arrangement of objects along a
straight line.
Appurtenances. An additional object added to
a building; typically includes vents, exhausts
hoods, air conditioning units, etc.
Asphalt Shingles. A type of roofing material
composed of layers of saturated felt, cloth or
paper, and coated with a tar, or asphalt
substance, and granules.
Awnings. Any exterior horizontal projecting
device made of cloth, metal or other materials
that is attached to a building in order to provide
shade over a window or storefront opening.
They may be operable. They occur in a variety
of shapes such as: simple shed, semi-circles,
bull-nose and bubbles.
Baluster. A short, upright
column or urn-shaped
support of a railing. (jigure 1)
Balustrade.
A row of
balusters and the railing
connecting them. Used as a
stair rail and also above the
cornice on the outside of a
bUilding. (jigure 1)
Bargeboard. A projecting
board, often decorated, that
acts as trim to cover the ends
of the structure where a
pitched roof overhangs a
gable. (jigure 2)

GlossAl'Y of
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fig. J

fig. 2

Board and Batten. Vertical
plank siding with joints
covered by narrow wood
strips.
Bracket. A supporting
member for a projecting
element or shelf, sometimes
in the shape of an inverted
L and sometimes as a solid
piece or a triangular truss.
(jigure 3 shows a decoraHve bracket)
Building. A resource created principally to
shelter any form of human activity, such as a
house.
Canopy. A roofed structure constructed of
metal, wood or other materials placed so as to
extend outward from the building providing a
protective shield for doors, windows and other
openings. Support either extended to the
ground directly under the canopy, cantilevered
from the building or was hung above from the
facade by metal straps or chains and supported
with brackets from the underside.
Clapboards. Narrow, horizontal, overlapping
wooden boards, usually thicker along the
bottom edge, that form the outer skin of the
walls of many wood frame houses. The
horizontal lines of the overlaps generally are
from four to six inches apart in older houses.

fI

Column. A slender upright
structure,
generally
consisting of a cylindrical
shaft, a base and a capital;
pillar: It is usually a
supporting or ornamental
member in a building. (figure

object, without any allowance for the effect of
the laws of perspective. Any measurement on
an elevation will be in a fixed proportion, or
scale, to the corresponding measurement on the
real building.

Facade. Front or principal face of a building,
any side of a building that faces a street or other
open space.

4)

Composition Shingles. See
asphalt shingles.
Coping. The protective
uppermost course of a wall
or parapet. (figure 5)

fig. 4

Cornice. The continuous
projection at the top of a wall.
The top course or molding of
a wall when it serves as a
crowning member. (figure 6)

Fenestration. The arrangement of windows and
other exterior openings on a building.
fig. 5

Door/rame. The part of a
. door opening to which a door
is hinged. A doorframe
consists of two vertical
members called jambs and a
horizontal top member called
a lintel or head.

fig. 6

Hanging Valance. In Lahaina
this is a hanging vertical cloth
that is provided at the edge of
a canopy. It is typically made
of canvas and provides shade
to the storefront. It may be
rolled up during non-glare
hours.

Eave. The underside of a
sloping roof projecting beyond
the wall of a building. (figure

Head. The top horizontal
member over a door or
window opening. (figure 10)

8)

llell'm.s

Gable. The portion, above eave level, of an end
wall of a building with a pitched or gambrel
roof. In the case of a pitched roof this takes the
form of a triangle. The term is also used
sometimes to refer to the whole end wall.
Glazing. Fitting glass into
windows and doors.

Dormer. A window set upright
in a sloping roof. The term is
also used to refer to the roofed
projection in which this
window is set.

Glossary of

Form. The overall shape of a structure (i.e., most
structures are rectangular in form).
Frame. A window component. See window
parts.

Double-Hung Window. A
window with two sashes (the
framework in which window
panes are set), each moveable
by a means of cords and
weights. (figure 7)

Elevation. A mechanically
accurate, "head-on" drawing
of a face of a building or

Fascia. A flat board with a
vertical face that forms the
trim along the edge of a flat
roof, or along the horizontal,
or "eaves," sides of a pitched
roof. The rain gutter is often
mounted on it. (figure 9)
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Historic District. A geographically definable
area of urban or rural character, possessing a
significant concentration or continuity of site,
building, structures or objects unified by past
events or aesthetically by plan or physlcal
development.
In-Kind Replacement. To replace a feature of a
building with materials of the same
characteristics, such as material, texture, color,
etc.

One large building can
incorporate several building
modules.

Molding. A decorative band or
strip of material with a
constant profile or section
designed to cast interesting
shadows. It is generally used in cornices ana as
trim around window and door openings. ftgure
11)

Integritl}. A property retains its integrity, if a
sufficient percentage of the structure dates from
the period of significance. The majority of a
building's structural system and materials
should date from the period of significance and
its character defining features also should
remain intact. These may include architectural
details, such as dormers and porches,
ornamental brackets and moldings and
materials, as well as the overall mass and form
of the building.

Muntin. A bar member supporting and
separating panes of glass in a window or door.

Landmark. Any of the following which have a
special historical, architectural, cultural,
ae~thetic or engineering interest or value of a
historical nature:
An individual structure or portion
1.
thereof;
2.
An integrated group of structures on a
single lot;
3.
A site, or portion thereof; or
4.
Any combination thereof.

Panel. A sunken or raised portion of a door
with a frame-like border.

Opaque Fence. A fence that one cannot see
through.
Orientation. Generally, orientation refers to the
marmer in which a building relates to the street.
The entrance to the building plaYil}I·large role
in the orientation of a building; whereas, it
should face the street.

Parapet. An upward extension
of a building wall above the
roofline,
sometimes
ornamented and sometimes
plain, used to give a building a
greater feeling of height or a
better sense of proportion.
(figure 12)

fig· 12

Lap Siding. See clapboards.
Mass. The physical size and bulk of a structure.
Masonry. Construction materials such as stone,
coral block, and brick.
Material. As related to the determination of
"integrity" of a property, material refers to the
physical elements that were combined or
deposited in a particular pattern or
configuration to form a historic resource.

Pediment. A triangular section
framed by a horizontal
molding on its base and two
sloping moldings on each of its
sides. Usually used as a
crowning member for doors,
windows and mantles. (figure
13)

Period of Significance. Span of time in which a
property attained the significance.

Module. The appearance of a single facade
plane, despite being part of a larger building.
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Post. A piece of wood, metal,

Restoration. The act or process of accurately

etc., usually long and square or
cylindrical, set upright to
support a building, sign, gate,
etc.; pillar; pole. (figure 14)

recovering the form and details of a property
and its setting as it appeared at a particular
period of time by means of the removal of later
work or by the replacement of missing earlier
work.

Preservation. The act or
jig. 14
process of applying measures
to sustain the existing form,
integrity and materials of a building or
structure, and the existing form and vegetative
cover of a site. It may include initial stabilization
work, where necessary, as well as ongoing
maintenance of the historic building materials.
Protection. The act or process of applying
measures designed to affect the phYSical
condition of a property by defending or
guarding it from deterioration, or to cover or
shield the property from danger of injury. In the
case of buildings and structures, such treatment
is generally of a temporary nature and
anticipates future historic preservation
treatment; in the case of archaeological sites, the
protective measure may be temporary or
permanent.
Reconstruction.

The act or process of
reproducing by new construction the exact form
and detail of a vanished building, structure or
object, or part thereof, as it appeared at a specific
period of time.

Rehabilitation. The act or process of returning
a property to a state of utility through repair or
alteration which makes possible an efficient
contemporary use while preserving those
portions or features of the property which are
significant to its historical, architectural and
cultural value.

Sash. See window parts.
Scale. The size of structure as it appears to the
pedestrian.

Semi-Transparent Fence. A fence that one can
see partly through.

Shape. The general outline of a building or its
facade.

Side Light. A usually long fixed
sash located beside a door or
window; often found in pairs .. ,
(figure 16)
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Siding. The narrow horizontal or jig. 16
vertical wood boards that form
the outer face of the walls in a traditional wood
frame house. Horizontal wood siding is also
referred to as clapboards. The term" siding" is
also more loosely used to describe any material
that can be applied to the outside of a building
as a finish.
Sill. The lowest horizontal member in a frame
or opening for a window or door. Also, the
lowest horizontal member in a framed wall or
partition.

Size. The dimensions in height and width of a
building's face.

Stile. A vertical piece in a panel or frame, as of
Renovation. The act or process of returning a
property to a state of utility through repair or
alteration which makes possible a
contemporary use.

a door or window.

Stabilization. The fact or process of applying
measures designed to reestablish a weather
resistant enclosure and the structural stability
of an unsafe or deteriorated property while
maintaining the essential form as it exists at
present.
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Streetscape. Generally, the streetscape refers to
the character of the street, or how elements of
the street form a cohesive environment.
Traditional. Based on or established by the
history of the area.
Transom Window. A small
window or series of panes above
a door, or above a casement or
double hung window. (figure 17)
Transparent Fence. A fence that
one can see through.
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Vernacular. This means that a
building does not have details
associated with a specific
fig. 17
architectural style, but is a
simple building with modest detailing and
form. Historically, factors often influencing
vernacular building were things such as local
building materials, local climate and building
forms used by successive generations.
Visual Continuity. A sense of unity or
belonging together that elements of the built
environment exhibit because of similarities
among them.
Window Parts. The moving units of a window
are known as sashes and move within the fixed
frame. The sash may consist of one large pane of
glass or may be subdivided into smaller panes
by thin members called muntins or glazing bars.
Sometimes in nineteenth-century houses
windows are arranged side by side and divided
by heavy vertical wood members called

mullions.
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